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WORKSHOP I
Saturday, May 7
7:00 PM - 9:00 PM
Kings Wharf Restaurant

CAREER DEVELOPMENT
AND STUDENT RECEPTION

Presiding:
George Hoffman
The College of the Holy Cross
and
William Morgan
University of California - SF

Sponsor:
FMC Corporation

The EMS has organized a career development workshop for its 1994 annual meeting. All undergraduate and graduate students and postdocs registered for the meeting are invited to attend. The format will be informal—a few short presentations accompanied by pizza, beer and soft drinks. In the presentations, EMS members will comment upon such matters as the planning of a graduate program, finding postdoctoral opportunities and fellowships, and looking for positions in the discipline. The presentations on positions in mutation research and genetic toxicology will consider faculty positions in liberal arts colleges and research universities, research associate positions in universities, and positions in industry and government. After the presentations speakers will be available for informal discussion.

Graduate Education
J Preston, CIIT
M Lippert, University of Vermont

Postdoctoral Positions and Fellowships
W Morgan, University of California, SF
A Abu-Shakra, USEPA
WORKSHOP I
Saturday, May 7
7:00 PM - 9:00 PM
Kings Wharf Restaurant

Opportunities in Academic Institutions
H Brockman, Illinois State University
G Hoffmann, The College of the Holy Cross
S Wolff, University of California - SF

Opportunities in Industry
S Galloway, Merck Research Laboratories

Opportunities in Government
M Waters, USEPA

_________________________________________________________

COUNCIL MEETING
Saturday, May 7
6:00 PM - 10:00 PM
Portland Room

_________________________________________________________
WORKSHOP II
Sunday, May 8
8:00 AM — 11:45 AM
Salons A - D

UPDATE ON MUTATION ASSAYS
IN TRANSGENIC MICE

Presiding:
Nancy Gorelick, Procter & Gamble Co.
Barry Glickman, University of Victoria

Sponsor:
American Industrial Health Council

The study of mutagenesis in vivo has entered a new era since the development of transgenic mice that carry bacterial genes as mutational targets. This workshop will describe some of the ways in vivo mutagenicity investigations are changing. For example, the possibility of routine assessment of potential mutagenicity in vivo in virtually any tissue opens new doors in genotoxicity testing. Progress has been made in identifying appropriate study designs and methods for analysis of data. A database of lacI mutations is under development for the comparison of in vivo mutational spectra. This workshop will also provide an up to the minute review of progress in the application and evaluation of the mutation assays in transgenic mice.

8:00 Introduction

8:05 Overview of Mutation Assays in Transgenic Mice for Routine Testing
N Gorelick, Procter & Gamble Co.

8:25 Sources of Variability in Mutation Assays in Transgenic Mice: Implications for Study Design
W Piegorsch, University of South Carolina

9:15 Assembling and Assessing Sequence Data for lacI Mutations in Big Blue™
B Glickman, University of Victoria
WORKSHOP II
Sunday, May 8
8:00 AM — 11:45 AM
Salons A - D

9:45  Coffee Break,  Ballroom Foyer

10:15  Short Presentations on New Experimental Information

11:00  Application of lacZ Plasmid-Based Transgenic Mice in Mutagenicity Studies
        J Gossen, Beth Israel Hospital
WORKSHOP III  
Sunday, May 8  
8:00 AM — 11:45 AM

Salon E

**In Vivo Cytogenetics**

Presiding:  
Marilyn Aardema  
Procter & Gamble Co.

Sponsor:  
*American Industrial Health Council*

The *in vivo* cytogenetics assay plays a key role in many genotoxicity/carcinogenicity safety assessments. However, there is still debate about the appropriate way to conduct the assay. In this workshop, current topics related to the conduct and interpretation of data from *in vivo* cytogenetic assays will be discussed along with novel uses for the assay. Topics will include whether an analysis of micronuclei is equivalent to an analysis of chromosome aberrations, how the maximum tolerated dose is selected and what data are sufficient to show bone marrow exposure. We will also discuss how an assessment of cytogenetic endpoints can be included in other standard toxicity tests, other tissues and the use of FISH probes.

8:00  Introduction

8:15  Do *In Vivo* Micronucleus and Aberration Results Agree?  
M D Shelby, NIEHS

8:45  Appropriate Methods for Dose  
J Mackay, ZENECA

9:15  Combination of Cytogenetic Analyses with Other Tests  
J MacGregor, SRI International

9:45  Coffee Break, Ballroom Foyer

10:15  Tissues Other Than Bone Marrow That Can Be Used for Cytogenetic Analysis  
F Angelosanto, Mobil Oil Co

10:45  Discussion and Presentations from the Floor
EXHIBITOR'S WORKSHOP
Sunday, May 8
11:45 AM - 1:00 PM

Salon G

STRATAGENE

NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN TRANSGENIC MUTAGENESIS ASSAYS
Mutagenesis and risk assessment in the germ cell line are fundamentally different from that in somatic cells. Risk of germ line exposure is expressed in succeeding generations, metabolism of mutagens differs among different organs with substantial differences between testes and other organs, and repair ranges from none in spermatozoa to competence for many repair mechanisms in premeiotic and some postmeiotic cell stages. Because of the diversity among germ cell stages, molecular dosimetry is required for a better understanding of germ cell risk. The presentations in this workshop will provide an excellent perspective on new approaches to resolving complex issues relative to mutagenesis and risk assessment in germ line cells.

1:00  Status of Germ Line Mutagenesis
W R Lee, Louisiana State University

1:45  Molecular Dosimetry of Germ Line Adducts
K Turteltaub, Lawrence Livermore National Lab

2:15  Comparison of Germ Cell Development Among Drosophila, Mice and Humans
J Drost, Louisiana State University

3:00  Coffee Break, Ballroom Foyer
3:30  Comparison of Molecular Mutational Spectra for Heritable and Somatic Mutations at Three Loci: $hprt$, $p53$ and $rb$
R Albertini, University of Vermont

4:15  Complexity of Studying Germ Line Mutations in Humans
H Mohrenweiser, Lawrence Livermore National Lab
USE OF CELL TRANSFORMATION SYSTEMS TO ANALYZE HUMAN AND ANIMAL CELL CARCINOGENESIS

Presiding:
J. Justin McCormick
Michigan State University

Sponsor:
The Procter & Gamble Co

Mammalian cells are transformed into tumorigenic cells by a multistep process that involves alterations in key transforming genes. Recent advances in this field have made it possible to use cells in culture, including human cells, to dissect the number and nature of organic changes involved and to analyse the mechanisms by which cells acquire in a stepwise fashion various properties of transformed cells. Data indicate that proto-oncogenes and suppressor genes are the cellular targets for carcinogen attack in the cell transformation process. Evidence from four model systems will be presented to support this hypothesis, along with information on how such systems can be used to identify carcinogens.

1:00  Cell Transformation in Syrian Hamster Embryo Cells: A Useful Method for Assessing the Carcinogenic Potential of Chemicals
R LeBoeuf, Procter & Gamble Co

1:45  Neoplastic Transformation of Human Fibroblasts: A Multistep Process with Individual Steps that Can Be Quantitated
J J McCormick, Michigan State University
WORKSHOP V
Sunday, May 8
1:00 PM - 5:00PM
Salon E

2:15 Molecular Mechanisms Involved in the Multistep Process of Skin Carcinogenesis: HaCaT, an In Vitro Model
P Boukamp, German Cancer Research Center

3:00 Coffee Break, Ballroom Foyer

3:30 HPV16 E6, but not E7, Confers a Chromosome Mutator Phenotype on Human Epithelial Cells
C Reznikoff, University of Wisconsin-Madison

4:15 General Discussion
Sunday, May 8
EMS AWARDS
6:00 PM
Salons E & F

SPECIAL LECTURE I
7:00 PM—8:00 PM
Salons E & F
Mutations and Cancer

Lawrence A. Loeb
University of Washington-Seattle

Presiding:
Philip C. Hanawalt
Stanford University

Sponsor:
The Upjohn Co.

RECEPTION
8:00 PM
Exhibit Hall

Sponsored by:
Hazleton Washington, Inc.
Microbiological Associates, Inc.
Genetic and Mammalian Toxicology
Product Safety Assessment

Microbiological Associates provides fast, cost-effective insights into a product's toxicity and mechanism of action. We offer testing for pesticides, chemicals, petroleum products, medical devices, pharmaceuticals/biopharmaceuticals, cosmetics and personal care products. Our testing programs include:

- Bacterial Mutation Assays
- Mammalian Cell Gene Mutation Assays
  - Mouse Lymphoma Assay
  - CHO/HGPRT Gene Mutation Assay
- \textit{In Vivo} Mammalian Mutation Assays in Transgenic Mice
- \textit{In Vitro} Cytogenetics
- \textit{In Vivo} Cytogenetics
  - Metaphase Analysis
  - Micronucleus Test
- Dominant Lethal Assay in Rodents
- Unscheduled DNA Synthesis
- DNA Damage to Germ Cells
- Sister Chromatid Exchanges \textit{In Vitro} and \textit{In Vivo}
- \textit{In Vitro} Mammalian Cell Transformation Assays
- Cell Proliferation Assays
- Microbial Pesticide Assessment
- Mammalian S-9 Microsome Preparations

Our scientific strengths, pursuit of the latest technology, GLP compliance, and regulatory knowledge, provide our clients the surest path to product approval worldwide.

\textbf{Microbiological Associates, Inc.}
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SYMPOSIUM I
Monday, May 9
8:15 AM - 11:30 AM

Salons E & F

MOLECULAR GENETIC TOXICOLOGY

Presiding:
David DeMarini
USEPA

Sponsor:
Bristol-Myers Squibb Co

This symposium will present the molecular basics for the gene-mutation assays used most commonly for genetic toxicology screening. The speakers will describe the types of mutations that can be recovered by the standard tester strains of Salmonella and by the most commonly used cell lines/loci of mammalian cells. Presentations will also consider the similarity of the classes of mutations recovered by these assays to those observed in rodent and human tumors and in various human disease genes. The symposium will reveal that colonies aren't just for counting anymore!

8:15  Symposium Overview
      David DeMarini, USEPA

8:30  Mutational Events at Salmonella typhimurium Base-Substitution Alleles as Predictors of Eukaryotic Mutational Specificity
      W Koch, Food and Drug Administration

9:00  Molecular Analysis of Mutations Detected at the Frameshift Allele hisD3052 of Salmonella typhimurium
      D DeMarini, USEPA

9:30  Coffee Break, Exhibit Hall

10:00 Molecular Analysis of Mutations Detected at the gpt Locus in AS52 Cells
      K Tindall, NIEHS

10:30 Molecular Analysis of the Mutations Detected at the tk Locus of L5178Y Mouse Lymphoma Cells
      M Moore, USEPA

11:00 Comparative Analysis of Mutational Mechanisms at the tk, hprt, and aprt Loci in Human Lymphoblastoid Cell Lines
      A Grosovsky, University of California- Riverside
Monday, May 9
11:30 AM - 1:00 PM

EXIBITORS WORKSHOP

Eugene Room

INGENY B V
LEIDEN, THE NETHERLANDS

USE OF \textit{lacZ} TRANSGENIC MICE
FOR \textit{in vivo} MUTATION ANALYSIS
I. BIOLOGICAL RESPONSE
TO MUTAGEN CHALLENGE/
DNA REPAIR
Salons A & B
Conveners: Wai Nang Choy
David Jacobson-Kram
Sponsor: Allied Signal, Inc.

1:00
INTRODUCTION

1:05
Comparison of Genotoxicity Assays and Microcell Electrophoresis with Single Cells for the Detection of DNA Damage

D K Monteith, J Vanstone (Introd. by V Ciaravino); Parke Davis Pharmaceutical Research, Division of Warner Lambert Co, Ann Arbor, MI

1:20
A Pharmacokinetic Study of Ethanol Inhibition of Micronuclei Induction by Urethane in Mouse Bone Marrow Erythrocytes

W N Choy, W Black, G Mandakas, E J Mirro, H E Black; Schering-Plough Research Institute, Lafayette, NJ, St Lawrence Univ., Canton, NY

1:35
Interindividual Variation in Urine Mutagenicity of Cigarette Smokers Caused by Genetic Factors


II. CYTOGENETICS
Salons C & D
Conveners: Gopala Krishna
Joginder Nath
Sponsor: Glaxo, Inc.

1:00
INTRODUCTION

1:05
Analysis of Restriction Enzyme Induced Chromosomal Aberrations in the Interstitial Telomeric Repeat Sequences of Chinese Hamster Ovary (CHO) Cells by FISH

A S Balajee, H J Oh, A T Natarajan, State University of Leiden, The Netherlands

1:20
Estimation of Radiation Induced Chromosome Aberrations in Mouse Splenocytes by FISH Technique Using Chromosome Specific DNA Libraries and Telomere Specific DNA Probes

J Boei, A S Balajee, A T Natarajan, State University of Leiden, The Netherlands

1:35
The Development of Dual Color and Multiple Painting Probes for the Mouse and Rat

J W Breneman, R R Swiger, M J Ramsey, J L Minkler, G G Eveleth, R Langlois, A L Brooks, J D Tucker; Lawrence Livermore National Lab, Batelle NW, Richland, WA
III. MOLECULAR MECHANISMS

Salon E
Conveners: Ursula Hennig
Toby Rossman
Sponsor: Glaxo, Inc.

1:00 INTRODUCTION

1:05 A Role for Zinc in Spontaneous Mutagenesis
E I Goncharova, T G Rossman; NYU Medical Center, NY, NY

1:20 Late-Arising Spontaneous Revertants Are Allele Specific
R C von Borstel, Q Wang, U G Hennig, R G Ritzel, C M Steinberg; Univ. of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada, Basel Inst. for Immunology, Basel, Switzerland

1:35 ICR-170 Induces an Exceptionally High Frequency of Multiple-Locus Mutations with Closely Linked Sites of Recessive Lethal Damage in the ad-3 Region of Neurospora crassa
F J de Serres, H V Malling; RTI and NIEHS, Research Triangle Park, NC

IV. GERM CELL DAMAGE/HUMAN STUDIES

Salon F
Conveners: Jack Bishop
Alec Morley
Sponsor: Environmental Health Research & Testing Inc.

1:00 INTRODUCTION

1:05 Mutation Spectra Dependence on Lesion Spectra and the Structure and Function of Protein Encoded by the Adh Mutant Alleles of Drosophila melanogaster
N G Fossett, S Chenevert, S Chang, W R Lee; Louisiana State Univ., Baton Rouge, LA

1:20 Effects of Retinoic Acid upon Pregastrulation Mouse Embryos
J B Bishop, W M Generoso, J E Polifka, J C Rutledge; NIEHS, RTP, NC, Oak Ridge National Lab, Oak Ridge, TN, Univ of Washington School of Medicine and Childrens Hospital and Univ. of Washington, Seattle, WA

1:35 Treatment of Mouse Zygotic or Pregastrulation Stages to 5-Azacytidine Produced Embryonic Death and Fetal Anomalies
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Presenters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:50</td>
<td><strong>I. BIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO MUTAGEN CHALLENGE/DNA REPAIR</strong></td>
<td>P Morales-Ramírez, T Vallarino-Kelly, R Rodríguez-Reyes; Instituto Nacional de Investigaciones Nucleares, Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:05</td>
<td><strong>II. CYTOGENETICS</strong></td>
<td>E V Nutley, X R Lowe, M E van Beek, M Ma, A Tcheong, J Bishop, A J Wyrobek; San Jose State Univ, CA, Lawrence Livermore Natl Lab, CA, Univ. CA, Davis, NIEHS, RTP, NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:35</td>
<td><strong>Selective Detection of Deoxyadenosine-4-Animobiphenyl Adduct in DNA Following Nuclease P1 Enrichment and ^32^P-Post Labelling Analysis</strong></td>
<td>J F Hatcher, S Swaminathan, Univ. of Wisc., Madison, WI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
III. MOLECULAR MECHANISMS

Salon E

1:50
The Effect of IPTG Induction of the Lac Operon on the Mutational Specificity of Adriamycin in E. Coli

M L Veigl, L Akst, J Rakow, C E Sedwick, R D Anderson, W D Sedwick; Case Western Reserve Univ, Ireland Cancer Center of Univ Hosps and Vet Adm Hosp, Cleveland, OH

2:05
Site Specific Mutagenic and Synergistic Effects of the Tumor Promotor Phenobarbital in Salmonella typhimurium TA 100

S Knasmüller, E Zöhrer, R Schulte Hermann; Univ of Vienna, Austria

2:20
Quantitative Enriched PCR (DEPCR) — A Sensitive Screening Method for Early Detection of Specific Point Mutations

S Gradia, Z Ronai (Intro by G Williams); American Health Foundation, Valhalla, NY

2:35
DNA Sequence Effects on the Formation of Deoxyadenosine Adducts by (+)-BcPhDE-1

A M Cheh, H Yagi, D M Jerina; American Univ, Washington, DC, NIDDK, NIH, Bethesda, MD

IV. GERM CELL DAMAGE/HUMAN STUDIES

Salon F

1:50
Identification of Genes Essential for Normal Mammalian Development: Their Induction in a Saturation Mutagenesis Scheme and Effects of One of these Mutations on Embryonic Development in the Mouse

S Lewis, C Connelly, W Dove, A Shedlovsky, RTI, RTP, NC, Univ Wisc Medical School, Madison, WI

2:05
Expression of Human Protamine P1 in Sperm of Transgenic Mice

A J Wyrobek, C Keith, G Anderson, J Stilwell, X Lowe; Lawrence Livermore National Lab, CA, University of California, Davis, CA

2:20
Induction of Aneuploidy in the Sperm of Hodgkin’s Disease Patients Treated with NOVP Chemotherapy (Detection by Multi-Chromosome Fluorescence in situ Hybridization)

W A Robbins, M J Cassel, D H Blakey, M L Meistrich, A J Wyrobek; Lawrence Livermore National Lab, CA, Health Canada, Ottawa, Univ of Texas M D Anderson Cancer Ctr, Houston, TX

2:35
Mutagenic Effects of Mitomycin and Bleomycin on Human Lymphocytes

R Zotti, A A Morley; Flinders Medical Center, Bedford Park, Australia
CONTRIBUTED PAPERS I & II
Monday, May 9, 1:00PM–5:15PM

I. BIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO MUTAGEN CHALLENGE/DNA REPAIR
Salons A & B

2:50 COFFEE BREAK
Exhibit Hall

3:20
Targeted Recombination at the Endogenous Adenine Phosphoribosyltransferase Locus in DNA Repair-Proficient and Deficient Chinese Hamster (CHO) Cells

G M Adair, D G Smith, A Salim, S Mason, M Zabelshansky, K A Crow; Univ. of Texas, M D Anderson Cancer Center, Smithville, TX

3:35
Repair of Bulky DNA Adducts via Base Excision Repair

W B Mattes, T R O’Connor; CIBA Agricultural Division, Farmington, CT, Institute Gustave-Roussy, France, City of Hope, Beckman Research Institute, Duarte, CA

3:50
The Human ERCC4 DNA Repair Gene is Homologous to RAD1

K W Brookman, L H Thompson, J E Lamerdin, A V Carrano; Lawrence Livermore National Lab, Livermore, CA

4:05
Cloning of the Multifunctional Rat Apurinic/Apyrimidinic Endonuclease (rAPEN)/Redox Factor from a T Cell Line

T M Wilson, J P Carney, S Rivkees, W A Deutsch, M R Kelley; Indiana Univ. School of Med., IN, Loyola Univ. Med. School, IL, Louisiana State Univ, LA

II. CYTOGENETICS
Salons C & D

2:50 COFFEE BREAK
Exhibit Hall

3:20
Delayed Chromosomal Instability Induced by DNA Damage

W F Morgan, B A Marder, J P Day; University of California, San Francisco, CA

3:35
Scoring Micronuclei in Multiple Blood Samples by Flow Cytometry

A M Tometsko, D K Torous, S D Dertinger; Litron Laboratories, Rochester, NY

3:50
Silica-Induced Micronuclei in Chinese Hamster V79 and Human Lung Hel 299 Cells

R Nagalakshmi, J Nath, T Ong, W-Z Whong; West Virginia University, Morgantown, WV, NIOSH, Morgantown, WV

4:05
Concurrent Micronucleus (MN) and Structural Chromosome Aberration (SCA) Assessment in the Rat: Studies with Chlorambucil and Acrylamide

G Krishna, G Urda, F Moore, J Theiss; Warner Lambert Co, Ann Arbor, MI
### III. MOLECULAR MECHANISMS

**Salon E**

#### 2:50 COFFEE BREAK
Exhibit Hall

#### 3:20
The Effect of T-Lymphocyte "Clonality" on the Calculated hpert Mutation Frequency Occurring In Vivo in Humans

J P O'Neill, J A Nicklas, T C Hunter, O B Batson, M Allegretta, M T Falta, R F Branda, R J Albertini; University of Vermont, Burlington, VT

#### 3:35
Pulsed Field Analysis of Human hpert Large Deletion Mutants

M J Lippert, J A Nicklas, R J Albertini; University of Vermont, Burlington, VT

#### 3:50
The Influence of Sequence Context on Ultraviolet Mutational Hotspots

M M Seidman, D D Levy, C N Parris; Otsuka, Rockville, MD, NCI, Bethesda, MD

#### 4:05
The Effect of UVC, UVB, UVA and a Solar Stimulator on the Survival of Mouse Melanoma Cell Lines Differing in Melanin Content

H Z Hill, G J Hill, K Cieszka, M Azure, New Jersey Med. School, Newark, NJ

### IV. GERM CELL DAMAGE/ HUMAN STUDIES

**Salon F**

#### 2:50 COFFEE BREAK
Exhibit Hall

#### 3:20
Development of Methods for Characterizing Fetal and Adult Somatic Mutations Detected in Human Erythroid Precursor Cells

R G Langlois, D K Manchester; Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, CA, The Children's Hospital, Denver, CO

#### 3:35
Biomarkers of Genetic Damage in Humans Exposed to Benzene


#### 3:50
Mitotic Index and Lymphocyte Proliferation Kinetics Used as Additional Biomarkers in Human Biomonitoring

P Ostrosky-Wegman, R Montero, M E Gonsebatt, E Rojas, L A Herrera, G Elizondo, L Vega, A M Salazar; UNAM, México

#### 4:05
The Effect of Various Antioxidants and Other Modifying Agents on Oxygen Radical Generated DNA Damage in Human Lymphocytes in the COMET Assay

# CONTRIBUTED PAPERS I & II

**Monday, May 9, 1:00PM–5:15PM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I. BIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO MUTAGEN CHALLENGE/ DNA REPAIR</th>
<th>II. CYTOGENETICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Salons A &amp; B</td>
<td>Salons C &amp; D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4:20

**Urinary Excretion Kinetics and DNA Damage in Normal and Choline Deficient Male B6C3F1 Mice Treated Once by Oral Gavage with Sodium Arsenite**

J W Yager, M T Schmitt, P W Andrews, R R Tice, E Crecelius, Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), Palo Alto, CA, Integrated Laboratory Systems, RTP, NC, Batelle Marine Sciences Laboratory, Sequim, WA

### 4:20

**Comparative Studies on Radiation-Induced Micronuclei and Chromosomal Aberrations in V79 Cells**

C Keshava, T Ong, J Nath; West Virginia University, Morgantown, WV, National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health, Morgantown, WV

### 4:35

**$O^6$-Alkylguanine-DNA Alkyltransferase: Inhibition of Methylation Induced Chromosome Aberrations and of Lesion Persistence into Later Cell Cycles**

C L Bean, C I Bradt, S K Greenwood, R B Hill, T E Johnson, M V Stallworth, S M Galloway; Merck Research Labs, West Point, PA

### 4:50

**Inhibition of 7,12-Dimethylbenz(a)anthracene (DMBA)-Induced Sister Chromatid Exchanges (SCE) by Soya Isoflavone Genistein but not Daidzein in Female ICR Mice**

A K Giri, L-J W Lu, (intro M A Sognier); The University of Texas Medical Branch, Galveston, TX
III. MOLECULAR MECHANISMS

Salon E

4:20
Intrachromosomal Telomere-Related Sequences and gpt Locus Sensitivity to Ionizing Radiation

A A Oroskar, B A Sedita, J L Schwartz; Argonne National Laboratory, IL, The University of Chicago, IL

4:35
Chronic Treatment with "Non-Genotoxic" Carcinogens Leads to Induction of Non-Reciprocal Recombination in Yeast

R Fahrig; Fraunhofer-Institut für Toxikologie und Aerosolforschung, Hannover, Germany

4:50
Chrysotile Asbestos Fibers Can Induce Lac I Mutations in Rat2α Cells by a Novel Mechanism Involving Homologous Recombination

T M Fasy, K Lezon, H Uehara, J H Goldbold, C M Jaime, A Hope, Z M Dzmitry, S A Kheir, E F Savransky, E M Johnson; Mount Sinai School of Medicine, NY, NY

IV. GERM CELL DAMAGE/ HUMAN STUDIES

Salon F

4:20
Characterization of hprt Mutants in T-Cells from 5 Cosmonauts Prevoiusly Flown in Space

M Khaidakov, H Erfle, B W Glickman; Centre for Environmental Health, Department of Biology, University of Victoria, BC, Canada

4:35
Human Lung Morphometry and Radon Risk Estimation

C R Geard, D J Brenner; Center for Radiological Research, Columbia University, NY, NY

4:50
Derivation of Potency Factors for Carcinogenic Initiation by Propylene Oxide

B Molholt; ERM, Inc., Exton, PA
ATCC

CELL CULTURE SERVICES

Mycoplasma Detection
- Let ATCC test your cell lines for mycoplasma
- Combined Direct Culture Method and Indirect Hoechst Staining Methods

Culture Safe Deposit & Distribution Services
- ATCC provides back-up storage facilities for YOUR cell cultures
- All deposits are confidential and rights remain with the depositor
- ATCC can distribute cultures to individuals designated by the depositor

For Additional Information:

ATCC/Marketing
12301 Parklawn Drive  Rockville, MD 20852
TEL: (301) 881-2600  FAX: (301) 816-4367
A. MECHANISMS of MUTAGENESIS/CARCINOGENESIS

1
Effects of Chromium(III) and Nickel(II) on DNA Replication Across O6-Methylguanine In Vitro
J Singh, E T Snow; NYU Medical Center, Tuxedo, NY

2
Nickel Effects on DNA Polymerase Activity In Vitro
E T Snow, L-S Xu, P L Kinney; NYU Medical Center, Tuxedo, NY

3
Chromium-Induced DNA Damage is Mutagenic in Mammalian Systems
S Liu, K Dixon; University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH

4
A Role for Translesion Synthesis in Yeast Mutators Conferred by Deficiencies in a Ubiquitin Conjugase (RAD6) or Repair of 8-Hydroxyguanine (RAD18)
H Roche, R D Gietz, B A Kunz; University of Manitoba, Canada

5
Design of an Aldehyde Reactive Probe/Immuno-Slot-Blot Assay for Determination of Ahasic Site Formation In Vivo Following Exposure of Mice to Ethylene Oxide
V E Walker, J Nakamura, Y W Kow, P B Upton, J A Swenberg, T R Skopek; Univ.of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC, Univ. of Vermont, Burlington, VT

6
Induction of Chromosome Aberrations and Mutations by Nci I(CC↓(C/G)GG), A Restriction Enzyme that Produces DNA Double-Strand Breaks with 3'-Phosphorylated Ends
R A Winegar, K R Suing, J D Hamer, L H Lutze; SRI International, Menlo Park, CA, Univ. of Calif., San Francisco, CA

7
Mechanism of Binding of Dibenzo[a,l]Pyrene to DNA in Cell Culture
S L Ralston, W M Baird, A Seidel, K L Platt, A Luch; Purdue Univ., West Lafayette, IN, University of Mainz, Mainz, FRG
8 Dibenzo[a,l]Pyrene (DB[a,l]P)- and DB[a,l]P-11,12-Dihydrodiol-DNA Adducts Formed in Reactions Catalyzed by Rat Liver Microsomes
K-M Li, R Todorovic, E G Rogan, E L Cavalieri; Univ. of Nebraska Medical Center, Omaha, NE

9 Distortion in Stereospecific and Site-Specific BPDE-DNA Adducts
J Xu, B Li, B Mao, S Amin, V Ibanez, N E Geacintov; New York Univ., NY, NY, American Health Foundation, Valhalla, NY

10 Structural Studies of Sequence-Specific Benzo[a]Pyrene Diol Epoxide Adduct Formation
B D Thrall, D L Springer, MA Kennedy; Pacific Northwest Laboratory, Richland, WA

11 Mutagenic Replication in Human Cell Extracts of DNA Containing Site-Specific AAF Adducts
D C Thomas, X Veauete, T A Kunkel, R P Fuchs; NIEHS, RTP, NC and IBMC CNRS, Strasbourg, France

12 Use of Microsatellite DNA Polymorphisms on Mouse Chromosome 11 for In Vitro Analysis of Thymidine Kinase Gene Mutations
M C Liechty, J C Hozier, Z Hassanpour, D Clive; Applied Genetics Laboratories, Melbourne, FL, Burroughs Wellcome, RTP, NC

13 Differential Mutation Rate Reflected in Occurrence and Extent of Loss of Heterozygosity in TK- Human Lymphoblasts
K L Dobo, D A Eastmond, H S Rumbos, C R Giver, A J Grosovsky, University of California, Riverside, CA

14 Mapping of UV Photoproducts Along the c-jun Promoter in UV-Irradiated Human Cells
S Tornaletti, G P Pfeifer, Beckman Res. Inst, City of Hope, Duarte, CA

15 In Vitro Replication of UV-Irradiated DNA by Human Cell Extracts: Evidence that Xeroderma Pigmentosum Variant (XP-V) Cells Bypass Lesions in an Abnormal, Error-Prone Manner
W G McGregor, K Nadas, V M Maher, J J McCormick; Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI
16
Defining the Effects of Radioprotective Agents on Mutant Frequency and Mutational Spectra After Exposure to γ-Radiation
LS Clark, J A Nicklas, R J Albertini, D J Grdina; University of Vermont, Burlington, VT, Argonne National Laboratory, IL

17
Mutational Spectra of Spontaneous and X-Ray Induced TK- Human Cell Mutants
C R Giver, S L Nelson, P Pongsanensook, M Mehra, A J Grosovsky; University of California, Riverside, CA

18
Mutagenic Processing and Strand-Specific Repair of Solar Light-Induced Dipyrimidine Photoproducts in Rodent Cells
E A Drobetsky, E Sage; Hôpital Maisonneuve-Rosemont, Montreal, Canada, Institut Curie, Paris, France

19
Coolwhite Fluorescent Light Mutagenesis is Due to Avoidable Leakage of Ultraviolet Light
P E Hartman, E Henrikson, W H Biggley, T A Cebula; Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD, CFSAN, FDA, Washington, DC

20
Mutation Spectra as a Method to Explore the Structuralist Model of Information
P Grigoriu de Buendia; Universidad de los Andes, Bogota, Colombia

21
Spontaneous Mutagenesis in oxyR Strains of Eschericia coli
A R Oller, R M Schaaper; NIEHS, RTP, NC

22
Roles of DNA Double-Strand Break Repair in the Spectrum of Spontaneous Mammalian Gene Mutation
R C Porter, J An, A W Hsie; Univ. of Texas Med. Branch, Galveston, TX

23
Evidence that the Pattern of Spontaneous Somatic Mutation Can Differ Dramatically with Tissue Type
A Knöll, D P Jacobson, H Nishino, P L Kretz, K S Lundberg, J M Short, S S Sommer; Mayo Clinic/Foundation, Rochester, MN, Stratagene, LaJolla, CA

24
Sequence Analysis of LacI Mutations Obtained from Lung Cells of Radon-Exposed Big Blue™ Transgenic Mice
A D Layton, F T Cross, L H Lutze, G L Steigler, L S Stillwell, R F Jostes; Pacific Northwest Laboratory, Richland, WA, Univ. of Calif., San Francisco, CA
25
Spectrum of Ethylene Oxide Induced Mutation in *hprt* Exon 3 of Splenic T-Cells from Exposed B6C3F1 Mice
V E Walker, T R Craft, T R Skopek; Univ. of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC

26
Analysis of *In Vivo* Mutation in Exon 8 of the Rat *hprt* Gene
R A Mittelstaedt, R H Heflich, National Center for Toxicological Research, Jefferson, AR

27
Mutagenicity at the *hprt* Locus of Splenic T-Lymphocytes Following *In Vivo* Exposure of B6C3F1 Mice to Cyclophosphamide
V E Walker, N J Gorelick, P B Upton, T R Skopek; Univ. of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC, The Procter and Gamble Co, Cincinnati, OH

28
Analysis of Cadmium Mutagenesis in Chinese Hamster Ovary Cells
J Hu, S F Tian, J An, R Porter, A W Hsie; The University of Texas Medical Branch, Galveston, TX

29
Molecular Analysis of Bleomycin-Induced Mutational Spectrum of *hprt* Locus in CHO K1-BH4 Cells
J An, A W Hsie; The Univ. of Texas Medical Branch, Galveston, TX

30
Multiplex PCR Amplification as a Tool for Analysis of *hprt* Mutant T-Lymphocytes Isolated from Juvenile Cynomolgus Monkeys
S S Mattano, D M Zimmer, P R Harbach, Y Wang, C S Aaron; The Upjohn Co., Kalamazoo, MI

31
DNA Sequence Analysis of Spontaneous *hprt* Mutations Arising *In Vivo* in Cynomolgus Monkey T-Lymphocytes
P R Harbach, D M Zimmer, S S Mattano, Y Wang, C S Aaron; The Upjohn Co., Kalamazoo, MI

32
Software and Databases for the Study of Human Mutation: The *hprt* and p53 Loci
N F Cariello, T Soussi; University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC Institute de Genetique Moleculaire, Paris, France

33
DNA Sequences of Internal Deletion Breakpoints of *In Vivo* and *In Vitro* Derived Human T-Lymphocyte *hprt* Mutations
I R Rainville, R J Albertini, J A Nicklas; Univ. Vermont, Burlington, VT
34
Mutagenic Effect of In Vitro Exposure of Human T-Lymphocytes to Malathion
J M Pluth, J A Nicklas, J P O'Neill, R J Albertini; Univ. Vermont, Burlington, VT

35
Molecular Analysis of In Vivo hprt Mutations in Human T-Lymphocytes from a Healthy Pediatric Population
B A Finette, T C Hunter, J R Rainville, J A Nicklas, R J Albertini; Univ. Vermont, Burlington, VT

36
Are There X-Ray Induced Signature Mutations in Human Cells?
S L Nelson, C R Giver, A J Grosovsky; Univ. of California, Riverside, CA

37
Characterization of a Large Collection of In Vivo Spontaneous T-Lymphocyte hprt Mutants Obtained from Russian Monozygotic Twins
J Curry, M Khaidakov, Z Yuan, H Erfle, W Kusser, B W Glickman; University of Victoria, BC, Canada

38
Molecular Characterization of Mutations in the hprt Gene of CHO Cells Induced by Benzo[a]Pyrene trans-7,8-Diol-anti-9,10-Epoxide and Two Nitrated Derivatives
D J Zhan, R H Heflich, P P Fu; National Center for Toxicological Research, Jefferson, AR

39
Molecular Analysis of Oncogene and Tumor Suppressor Gene in Transformed Cells Induced by Glass Fiber
H-G Gao, J Stewart, D Cutler, W-Z Whong, T Ong; National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health, Morgantown, WV

40
Refined Map of the gpt Genomic Integration in AS52 Cells
Z Kelecsényi, D W Hart, J L Sneeden, K R Tindall; National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, Research Triangle Park, NC

41
Site-Specific Alterations Enhance Exonucleolytic Proofreading and Eliminate an Antifolate -Induced "Hotspot" in the lacI Gene
B Viswanath, W D Sedwick, M L Veigl; Case Western Reserve Univ., Cleveland, OH
42
Association of N-ras Point Mutations with the Nodular Type of Human Malignant Melanoma
M Jafari, T Papp, D Henschler, D Schiffmann; University of Würzburg, Germany, University of Rostock, Germany

43
Early Detection of ras Mutations in Lungs of Control and Tobacco-Specific Nitrosamine Treated A/J Mice
P G Foiles, F-Q Luo, L M Miglietta, Z Ronai (Intro by J Weisburger); American Health Foundation, Valhalla, NY

44
Activation of H-ras Oncogene in Rat Mammary Tumors Induced by N-Hydroxy-4-Acetylaminobiphenyl (N-OH-AABP)
R L Gee, J F Hatcher, S Swaminathan; University of Wisconsin Comprehensive Cancer Center, Madison, WI

45
A Codon 61 Mutation (CAA to CTA) in C-H-ras Gene in Mouse Skin Tumors Initiated by Dibenz[a,l]-pyrene (DB[a,l]P) or Its 11,12-Dihydrodiol
D Chakravarti, S Higgenbotham, E G Rogan, EL Cavalieri; University of Nebraska Medical Center, Omaha, NE

46
Detection of N-ras Gene Mutations in Radiation-Induced Murine Myeloid Leukemia by the PCR-Single Strand Based Technique
K Rithidech, J J Dunn, V P Bond, E P Cronkite, C R Gordon; Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY

47
Analysis of K-ras Mutation in Lung Tissues, and Metastases of Russian Patients with Lung Tumors
M Yakubovskaya, A Zborovskaya, A Gasparyan, B Peletsky, Z Macbaladse, G Belitsky (Intro by Z Ronai); Cancer Research Centre Institute of Carcinogenesis, RAMS, Moscow, Russian Federation

48
Liver Growth and pH Perturbation of Hepatocytes by Phenobarbital, A Non-Genotoxic Carcinogen
Y Oshiro, D Trajkovic, P Balwierz, A Opsahl, D Baron, C Alden; G D Searle & Co, Skokie, IL

49
Sequence Changes Induced by ENNG at the ochre Locus in E. coli WU3610
R K Elespuru, M Tada; FDA, Rockville, MD Aichi Cancer Research Inst., Nagoya, Japan
POSTERS I  Monday, 5:15 PM–7:30PM  Exhibit Hall

50  
Mutational Specificity for Reversion of the hisG428 Allele in Salmonella typhimurium Strain TA104  
E H Henrikson, W H Koch, T A Cebula; CFSAN, FDA, Washington, DC

51  
Identification, Characterization, and Origins of an imp Operon on F' Episomes Carrying finp301  
E Eisenstadt, E Henrikson, W H Koch, T A Cebula; FDA, Washington, DC, Office of Naval Research, Arlington, VA

52  
A New Ochre Suppressor in a Glutamate tRNA Gene  
M J Prival, FDA, Washington, DC

53  
Nitrous Acid Mutagenesis as a Three-Step Process  
Z Hartman, E Henrikson, P E Hartman, T A Cebula; Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD, CFSAN, FDA, Washington, DC

54  
Mutagenic Activities and Specificities of Biologically and Environmentally Significant Epoxides  
J B Guttenplan, W Kosinska, F L Chung; NYU Dental and Medical Schools, NY, NY American Health Foundation, Valhalla, NY

55  
Mutagenicity of Nitrodibenzopyranones and Nitrodibenzofurans: Structure-Activity Relationships and Effect of Activation  
T Watanabe, M Kohan, H Kaji, T Kasai, T Hirayama, D Walsh, L Ball, J Lewtas; US EPA, RTP, NC, Kyoto Pharmaceutical Univ, Japan, ILS, RTP, NC, Univ of NC, Chapel Hill, NC

56  
A Study of the Structural Basis of the Carcinogenicity of Diethylstilbestrol  
A R Cunningham, H S Rosenkranz, G Klopman; Univ of Pittsburgh, PA, Case Western Reserve Univ, Cleveland, OH

B. GERM LINE STUDIES

57  
Synergism of Vinblastine-Sulfate and Hormones on Aneuploidy Induction in Mouse Oocytes  
J B Mailhes, F Marchetti, D P Young; Louisiana State University Medical Center, Shreveport, LA
58  
Dose-Response of X-Ray-Induced Micronucleus Frequencies in Mouse Spermatids—Validation of the Proficiency of the Mouse-Spermatids-Micronucleus Assay  
T-H Ma, B-S Jeong, H Zhang, C-D Won, K-H Lee; Western Illinois University, Macomb, IL, Shandong Academy of Medical Sciences, PRC

59  
Molecular Detection of Chromosomal Abnormalities in Germ and Somatic Cells of Aged Male Mice  
X Lowe, J Baulch, L Quintana, B Collins, J Allen, M Ramsey, J Breneman, J Tucker, N Holland, A Wyrobek; Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, CA, US EPA, RTP, NC, Univ of CA, Berkeley, CA

60  
Stage and Dose Dependent Induction of Mutations in Primordial Germ Cells of Male Mice with N-Ethyl-N-Nitrosourea  
T Shibuya, N Horiya, H Matsuda, A Wada, T Harak, K Sakamoto, T Nagao; Hatano Research Institute, Kanagawa, Japan

61  
Analysis of Four ENU Induced Triosephosphate Isomerase Mutants with Reduced Enzyme Activity in Mus musculus  
B C Zingg, W Pretsch, H W Mohrenweiser; Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, CA, GSF-Institut für Säugetiergenetik, Neuherberg, FRG

62  
Isolation of Spermatozoa for Germ Line DNA Extractions in the Transgenic Mouse and Drosophila melanogaster  
B J Byrne, W W King, W R Lee; Louisiana State Univ, Baton Rouge, LA

63  
Cytochrome P450 Content in Drosophila melanogaster Testes; Limited Inducibility by Environmental Mutagens  
J C Jiang, G Winston, W R Lee, H Silverman; Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA

64  
Screening for de novo Mutations in Unselected Progeny of In Vitro Mutagenized Human Cells  
M Watanabe, C P Conner, B C Zingg, E H Chu, H W Mohrenweiser (Intro by A V Carrano); Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, CA, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI
C. HUMAN STUDIES/RISK ASSESSMENT

65
Assessment of DNA Damage in Lymphocytes from Infected Children Using the Single-Cell Gel Electrophoresis (SCG)
M Betancourt, P Pérez, R Ortíz, L Cortés, C González, L López, L Rodríguez, J Amador; Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana-Iztapalapa, Instituto Nacional de Pediatría, Servicios Médicos del D D F, México

66
Somatic Mosaicism Due to Prethymic Mutation Explains High hprt Mutant Frequency Outlier in a Human Population
C B Thomas, K Burkhart-Schultz, R G Langlois, J D Tucker, C L Thompson, I M Jones; Lawrence Livermore Nat Lab, NIEHS, RTP, NC

67
Use of the hprt Mutant Lymphocyte Assay to Assess Environmental Health Effects in a Community
M M Ammenhauser, E B Whorton, Jr, M S Legator, J B Ward, Jr; University of Texas Medical Branch, Galveston, TX

68
Use of Fluorescence in situ Hybridization (FISH) to Measure Cytogenetic Damage in Exfoliated Cells of Humans Exposed to Environmental Mutagens
L E Moore, N T Holland, M L Warner, A H Smith, C Hopenhayen-Rich, M T Smith; Univ of California, Berkeley, CA

69
Culture Systems for Analysis of Micronuclei in Cytochalasin B-Blocked Rodent Peripheral Blood Lymphocytes
G L Erexson; EHRT, Inc, RTP, NC

70
Diglycidyl Resorcinol Ether (DGRE): A Possible False Negative Result Using the Mouse Bone Marrow Micronucleus Test Following the Three Treatment Protocol
E Ney, R A Mcgee, G L Erexson; EHRT, Inc., RTP, NC

71
The GSTM1 Null Genotype and the Risk of Developing Carcinoma of the Lung: A Meta-Analysis
J E McWilliams, W D Henner; Oregon Health Sciences University, Portland, OR
72
Characterization of the Temporal Persistence of Chromosomal Abnormalities in the Semen of Hodgkin's Disease Patients After Treatment with NOVP Chemotherapy Using Multi-Chromosome Fluorescence in situ Hybridization
M J Cassel, W A Robbins, M L Meistrich, A J Wyrobek; Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, CA, University of Texas M D Anderson Cancer Center, Houston, TX

73
Radiobiologic Effects in the Population Living Near Chernobyl
G Livingston, R Jensen, J Hinnefeld, G Pratt, E Silberstein, W Bigbee, R Langlois, S Grant; R Shukla; Univ. Cincinnati, OH, Univ. California, San Francisco, CA, Indiana Univ, IN, Univ. Pittsburgh, PA, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, CA

74
Implication for Mutagenic Activity of Gastric Juice in Human Gastric Diseases
P Hrelia, F Vigagni, F Maffei, C Fimognari, G Brandi, G Biasco, G Cantelli-Forti; University of Bologna, Italy

75
A Vinyl Chloride Monomer: Risk Assessment by Stable Chromosome Aberration
A Fucic, V Hitrec, V Garaj-Vrbovac; University of Zagreb, Croatia

76
Cholinesterase Levels Related to Type of Work in People Occupationally Exposed to Pesticides
H Groot de Restrepo, D Sicard, M M Torres, G Pinilla, M Rueda; Universidad de los Andes, Bogotá, Colombia

77
Ethylene Oxide: Cytogenetic and Biochemical Studies in Persons Occupationally Exposed
M Carballo, M Lopez Nigro, I Fraga, A Gadano; University of Buenos Aires, Argentina, National Institute of Industrial Technology, Buenos Aires, Argentina

78
Genetic Monitoring in Population Groups from High Polluted Area in the Czech Republic
R J Sram, J Lewtas, F Kotesovic, B Binkova, M Cerna, L Dobias, F Hubalek, P Rossner, Prague Institute of Advanced Studies, Czech Rep, US EPA, NC, District Institute of Hygiene, Teplice, Czech Rep
The automated system for recording microscope co-ordinates.

Microptic Limited, a company of some five years standing, based at a UK Science Park, offers simple automated co-ordinate readouts for all microscope analysis by a modification suitable for most microscope stages.

Either digital readout displays are fitted to the X and Y axes or the microscope can be linked to a computer to give a readout on the screen.

A specialised system with a full software package has been especially designed for chromosome aberration analysis.

The package including detailed QA auditing, statistical analysis, and a relocation facility.

For further information, demonstration disks, specifications and quotations contact:-

MICROPTIC LIMITED

University Innovation Centre
Singleton Park, Swansea SA2 8PP UK
TEL: +44 (0)792 295745  FAX: +44 (0)792 295613

* or visit our exhibition booth # 7 at the EMS meeting *
SYMPOSIUM II  
Tuesday, May 10  
8:00 AM–11:30 AM  
Salons E & F  

DIRECTED MUTAGENESIS  

Presiding:  
Thomas Cebula  
Food and Drug Administration  

Sponsor:  
Elsevier Science Publishers  

One of the basic tenets of biology is that mutations occur at random (without regard to phenotypic outcome) and that the environmental conditions merely select for those chance events that are beneficial to the organism. This scientific "fact" is based on the seemingly secure underpinnings of the classic experiments of Luria and Delbrück (fluctuation analysis), Newcombe (redistribution), the Lederbergs (replica plating) and Cavalli-Sforza and Lederberg (sib-selection). Yet, as John Cairnes and colleagues have pointed out [J Cairnes, J Overbaugh, S Miller. The origin of mutants. Nature 335:142-145, 1988], an experimental "glitch" (lethal selection) may have prejudiced these time-honored conclusions. Can bacteria (and perhaps other organisms), if given a "fair shake"(non-lethal selection conditions), actually opt for "favourable" rather than either "unfavourable" or neutral mutations, as John Cairnes and colleagues propose? If so, then a "sacred cow" of science is about to collapse. Will it stand, crumble, or crumble? Find out when you join us for a lively discussion on: Are mutations random or adaptive?

8:00  Introductory Remarks  
T Cebula, Food and Drug Administration  

8:05  Antecedents and Adaptive Mutations  
J Cairnes, Radcliffe Infirmary, UK  

8:40  Adaptive Mutation in E. coli  
P Foster, Boston University School of Medicine  

9:10  Effects of Prolonged Starvation on Mutation Spectra  
M Prival, Food and Drug Administration  

9:30  Coffee Break, Exhibit Hall  

10:15  Could Duplications Explain Selection-Induced Mutations?  
J Roth, University of Utah  

10:50  Summary and Comments  
F Stahl, University of Oregon
NOTES
Hazleton Washington, Inc.

Complete
Genetic Toxicology Services

Experience You Can Count On

Standard Assays for Product Safety Assessment
Research Studies

✓ For information stop by our booth or contact us at:

Hazelton Washington

9200 Leesburg Pike, Vienna, VA. 22182-1699.
Phone: 703-759-7880 Ex. 5632. Fax: 703-759-6947.
Tuesday, May 10

EMS Business Meeting
11:30 AM—1:00 PM

Salons E & F

ALL EMS MEMBERS ARE INVITED AND ENCOURAGED TO ATTEND

SPECIAL LECTURE II
2:00 PM—3:00 PM

Salons E & F

POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION STRATEGIES

Norman Arnheim
University of Southern California

Presiding:
Paul Lohman
Leiden University

Sponsor:
Hoffmann-La Roche, Inc.
A. CYTOGENETICS

1 Arsenic as an Aneuploidogen in Human Cultured Lymphocytes
L Vega, M E Gonsebatt, P Ostrosky-Wegman; UNAM, Mexico

2 Induction of Sperm Abnormalities and Alterations in Reproductive Patterns of Male Mice by Exposure to Vanadium Pentoxide
M Altamirano-Lozano, F Basurto, E Roldán-Reyes; UNAM, México

3 Quantitative Localization of Chromatid Breaks Induced by Alu I in the Long Arms of Chromosomes Number 1 of Chinese Hamster Ovary (CHO) Cells by Microphotometric Scanning

4 Failure of N-Acetylcysteine to Protect the Mouse Bone Marrow Against the Clastogenicity of 7, 12-Dimethylbenzanthracene
C E Doyle, J M Mackay, J Ashby; Zeneca Cent. Toxicology Lab., England

5 Influence of Organomercurials on the Induction of Chromosome Alterations in CHO Cells
T S Kochhar, A Wilson, A Anderson; Kentucky St. Univ., Frankfort, KY

6 Preliminary Evaluation of an Automated Metaphase Finder
A F McFee, L G Littlefield; Oak Ridge Inst. for Science and Education, Oak Ridge, TN

7 Ethylation Induced Chromosome Aberrations and Lesion Persistence in Repair Deficient CHO Cells
M J Armstrong, S M Galloway; Merck Research Labs, West Point, PA

8 Variations Between Laboratories in the Classification of Chromosome Aberrations
N Danford; Microptic, Ltd, Swansea, UK
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A New Nomenclature for Structural Aberrations Detected by Chromosome Painting

The Accumulation of Stable Cytogenetic Rearrangements with Age Determined by Chromosome Painting
M J Ramsey, D A Lee, J R Senft, J F Briner, D H Moore II, J D Tucker; Lawrence Livermore National Laboratoty, Livermore, CA

Analysis of Radiation-Induced and Naturally Occurring Breakpoint Locations in Painted Human Chromosomes
J D Tucker, J R Senft; Lawrence Livermore Nat. Lab., Livermore, CA

Detection of Chromosome Aberrations in the Rat by Fluorescence in situ Hybridization
J M de Stoppelaar, J Essers, G R Mohn, B Hoebee; National Institute of Public Health and Environmental Protection, Bilthoven, The Netherlands

Evaluation of Benomyl for Structural and Numerical Chromosome Aberrations in BDF1 Mouse Bone Marrow
A M Sarrif, K S Bentley, L-J Fu, R M O'Neil, V L Reynolds, R G Stahl; E I du Pont de Nemours and Co., Newark, DE

Phenolphthalein: Induction of Micronucleated Erythrocytes in Mice
K L Witt, M D Shelby, D K Gulati, P Kaur; Oak Ridge Inst. for Science and Education, Oak Ridge, TN, NIEHS, RTP, NC, EHRT, Lexington, KY

Combined Approach of Flow Cytometry, Flow Sorting and Fluorescence in situ Hybridization (FISH) to Study Micronuclei
B M Miller, M Nüsse, (Intro by E Gocke); Pharma Research, Hoffmann-LaRoche, Basel Switzerland, GSF-Institut für Biophysikalische Strahlenforschung, Oberschleissheim, Germany

In situ Monitoring of Animal Micronuclei Before the Operation of Daya Bay Nuclear Power Station
Y N Cai, H Y He, L M Qian, G C Sun, J Y Zhao; S. China Sea Inst. of Oceanology, Guangzhou Teachers College, Guangzhou College of Education, Guangzhou, PR China
17 Role of Adrenal Gland Secretions in the Genotoxicity of Morphine
S G Sawant, D B Couch; Univ. of Mississippi Med. Center, Jackson, MS

18 Concurrent Induction of Micronuclei and Gene Mutations in Rat
Lung Fibroblasts In Vivo Following Inhalation of Radon and Radon
Progeny
M A Khan, R F Jostes, F T Cross, A L Brooks; Pacific Northwest
Laboratory, Richland, WA

19 Immunofluorescent Detection of Kinetochores in V79 Chinese Ham-
ster Lung Cells: A Confocal Laser Cytometric Analysis
G Krishna, G Urda, D A Brott, N D Lalwani; Parke-Davis Pharmaceutical
Research, Division of Warner-Lambert, Co., Ann Arbor, MI

20 An In Vivo/In Vitro Model for the Assessment of Cytotoxicity and
Micronucleus Induction in Rat Bone Marrow and Spleen
F R Moore, G Urda, G Krishna, J D Theiss; Parke-Davis Pharmaceutical
Research, Division of Warner-Lambert, Co., Ann Arbor, MI

21 Comparative Studies on the Induction of Micronuclei in Bone Mar-
row Polychromatic Erythrocytes Between Wistar HsdCpbi WU and
Sprague Dawley Rats after Oral Administration of Cyclophospha-
mide, 5-Fluorouracil and Ethyl Methanesulfonate
P Kwanyuen, R D Guest, K A Walch, J A Campbell, J S Allen; Glaxo
Research Institute, RTP, NC

22 Induction of Micronuclei in Mouse Keratinocytes by Polycyclic Aro-
matic Hydrocarbons and N-Heterocyclic Aromatics
S P Krishnan, D Warshawsky; University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH

23 Genotoxicity Assessment of Crude and Refined Red Palm Oil
S V Oliveira, D M Salvadori, A C Rios, M C Sales, L R Ribeiro; Lab.
Genética Toxicológica, EMV-UFBA, Salvador-BA-Brazil

24 Antimutagenic Property of a Chinese Herb Polygonum multiflorum
Thumb.
H Zhang, T-H Ma, B-S Jeong, C-D Won; Shandong Academy of Medical
Sciences, Shandong, PRC, Western Illinois University, Macomb, IL

25 Clastogenicity of Two Water Chlorination Byproducts in the Trades-
cantia Micronucleus Assay
C Helma, S Knasmüller, R Schulte-Hermann, T-H Ma; Univ. Vienna,
Austria, Western Illinois University, Macomb, IL
B. MAMMALIAN CELLS in vitro

26 Modified Nick Translation Assay for Detection of 8-Hydroxy-Deoxyguanine Formation in DNA
S Czene, M Harms-Ringdahl (Intro by A T Natarajan); Cancer Research Inst., Bratislava, Slovakia, Stockholm Univ., Stockholm, Sweden

27 Development of Mammalian Cell Lines Stably Expressing Mouse Prostaglandin Synthase 1 and 2
P C Chulada, V D Winn, D A Young, H F Tiano, K R Tindall, C D Loftin, T E Eling, R Langenbach; N C State Univ., Raleigh, N C, Univ. of Rochester School of Medicine and Dentistry, Rochester, NY, NIEHS, RTP, NC, U N C, Chapel Hill, N C

28 Detection of Aneuploidy-Inducing Carcinogens in the Syrian Hamster Embryo (SHE) Cell Transformation Assay

29 Examination of a Rat2 Cell Line Containing Stably Integrated Copies of a lambdalacI Shuttle Vector
D L Wyborski, S Malkhosyan, J Moores, J M Short; Stratagene, La Jolla, CA

30 Preparation of a Vector for Stringent Assay of Deletions in Human and Animal Cells
A-H Ma, R D Anderson, M L Veigl, W D Sedwick; Case Western Reserve Univ., Cleveland, OH, Veterans Adm. Med. Cntr., Cleveland, OH

31 Epigenetic Control of gpt Expression in G12 Cells
C B Klein, New York Univ. Medical Center, Tuxedo, NY

32 Chemical Carcinogenicity May Be Predicted by Induced Histone Modification

33 Sensitivity and Specificity of 32P-Post Labeling Analysis for Detection of Industrial Pulmonary Carcinogens Using the Rat Lung Cell System
W-Z Whong, J D Stewart, D Cutler, T Ong; NIOSH, Morgantown, WV
34
The In Vitro Rat Lymphocyte Chromosomal Aberration Test (RLCAT): Background Aberration Rates Over a 5-Year Period
B B Gollapudi, V A Linscombe, L G McFadden, S J Lick; The Dow Chemical Co., Midland, MI

35
Improved Methods for the Assessment of Cytotoxicity in the In Vitro Alkaline Elution/Rat Hepatocyte Assay
R D Storer, M C Elia, T W McKelvey, A R Kraynak, J E Barnum, L S Harmon, W W Nichols, J G DeLuca; Merck Res. Labs, West Point, PA

36
The Use of Rat and Human Hepatocytes with the Microgel Electrophoresis Assay for the Detection of DNA Damage
D K Monteith, (Intro by J C Theiss); Parke-Davis Pharmaceutical Research, Div. Warner-Lambert Co., Ann Arbor, MI

37
Differential Analysis of Mutagenicity, Clastogenicity and Aneugenicity with AS52 and CHO Cells
M L Kropko, E Kunzman, M Bush, J C Theiss; Parke-Davis Pharmaceutical Research, Div. Warner-Lambert Co., Ann Arbor, MI

38
The Genotoxic Effects of p-Aminophenol in Chinese Hamster Ovary and Mouse Lymphoma Cells: Results of a Multiple End-Point Test
J B Majeska, H E Holden; Boehringer Ingelheim Pharmaceuticals, Inc., Ridgefield, CT

39
Evaluation of Two Bio-Pesticides for their Potential to Induce Chromosome Damage in Chinese Hamster Ovary Cells
P V Kumaroo, N Fucundo, A Thilagar; SITEK Research Laboratories, Rockville, MD

40
RPMI-1640 Culture Medium and Selection of Thymidine Kinase Mutants in the Mouse Lymphoma Cell Mutagenicity Assay
C J Rudd, SRI International, Menlo Park, CA

41
Automation of Colony Sizing in the Microwell TK Assay and a Comparison of Data Generated Using Microwell and Agar Cloning Methods
J Clements, M D Fellows, P A Oxley, J Greensitt, D J Kirkland; Hazleton Europe, England
42
Increased Frequency of Intrachromosomal Recombination after Exposure with Carcinogens in Human Cells
J Aubrecht, R Rugo, R H Schiestl; Harvard School of Public Health, Boston, MA

43
Xeroderma Pigmentosum Variant Cells are Resistant to Immortalization
J P Volpe, J E Cleaver; University of Calif, San Francisco, CA

C. PROKARYOTES and NON-MAMMALIAN EUKARYOTES

44
Comparison of the Sensitivity and Utility of a Recently Isolated rfa Mutant of Eschericia coli Tester Strain WP2uvrA(pKM101) with Salmonella typhimurium Tester Strain TA102 and the Non-rfa Tester strain WP2uvrA(pKM101)
M S Mcchi, D Brown, S Hon, R S McCrea, T E Lawlor; Hazleton Washington, Inc., Vienna, VA

45
Practical Tips for Conducting the Salmonella and E. coli Mutagenicity Assays Under Proposed International Guidelines
V O Wagner III, J E Sly, M L Klug, T L Staton, M K Wyman, S Xiao, R H C San; Microbiological Associates, Rockville, MD

46
The Gradient Plate Assay: A Modified Ames Assay Used as a Prescreen for the Identification of Bacterial Mutagens
M A Rexroat, T J Oberly, B J Bewsey, M L Garriott; Lilly Research Laboratories, Greenfield, IN

47
The Spiral Salmonella Assay: An Automated Mutagenicity Test for Use with Pure Compounds, Complex Mixtures, and Interaction Studies
V S Houk, L D Claxton; US EPA, Research Triangle Park, NC

48
The Spiral Salmonella Mutagenicity Assay: An Automated Approach to Bacterial Mutagenicity Testing
M S Diehl, H J Morse, F L Fort; Abbott Laboratories, Abbott Park, IL

49
Evaluation of Carbendazim for Gene Mutations in the Salmonella Plate Incorporation Assay: The Role of Aminophenazine Impurities
50
Genotoxicities of Organic Extracts of Airborne Particulates in SOS Chromotest and Ames Test
L M Qian, W X Wang, W T Wang, S Y Yuo, J Qian, Y Liu, Q S Zhong (Intro by Y Cai); Guangzhou Teachers College, Guangzhou Health and Anti-Epidemic Station, Guangzhou, P R of China

51
Evaluation of the Mutagenic Potentials of Two Bio-Pesticides in Salmonella typhimurium Plate Incorporation Assay
J Xu, X Liu, A Thilagar; SITEK Research Laboratories, Rockville, MD

52
Genotoxicity Tests of Antineoplastic-COOPER New Drugs
M P Cruces, M E de la Rosa, E Pimentel, L Ruiz, L Gracia; Instituto Nacional de Investigaciones Nucleares, México, UNAM, México

53
Study on the Genotoxicity of 13 Mild Coal Gasification Products
B-Z Zhong, S Robbins, D Bryant, W Lan, J Ma, T Ong; National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health, West Virginia University, Morgantown, WV, Morgantown Energy Technology Center, WV

54
Factors Affecting Detection of Photomutagens in Bacterial Assays
L Henderson, J Fedyk, C Bourner, S Windebank, S Fletcher, Unilever Research, UK

55
Utility of Drosophila Delayed Sex Linked Recessive Lethal Mutation Test in Mutagenicity Testing
P Kale, Alabama A & M University, Normal, AL

56
The Application of Plant Bioassay in China
G Peng, R Chen; Guangxi Institute of Botany, Guilin, P R China

D. ANIMAL MODELS

57
The Validation of PCNA Immunohistochemical Staining as a Measure of Cell Proliferation
A Ham, M Cifone; Hazleton Washington, Vienna, VA

58
Lymphocyte Mutation as a Biomarker for Exposure of Rats to the Mammary Carcinogen, 7,12-Dimethylbenz(a) Anthracene
59
Chemical Mutagen Additivity—A New Protocol
P Shaver-Walker, C Urlando, K S Tao, J A Heddle; York University, Ontario, Canada

60
Sperm Aneuploidy Frequencies Among Male Mice Heterogeneous for Various Robertsonian Translocations Involving Chromosome 8
J E Baulch, X R Lowe, A J Wyrobek; Lawrence Livermore Nat. Lab. CA

61
Lack of Unscheduled DNA Synthesis (UDS) in Rat Spermatocytes Following In Vivo Exposure to Cyamazine
K S Bentley; E I duPont de Nemours and Co., Newark, DE

62
A Simplified Protocol of the Mouse Spermatid Micronucleus Assay
B-S Jeong, H Zhang, C-D Won, T-H Ma; Western Illinois Univ., Macomb, IL, Shandong Academy of Medical Sciences, Jinan, P R China

63
Ethylene: Genotoxic Potential Using the Bone Marrow Micronucleus Test Following Four Weeks of Vapor Exposure
J S Vergnes, I M Pritts; Union Carbide Corp., Export, PA

64
Effects of Paradichlorobenzene on Bone Marrow and Peripheral Blood in Sprague Dawley Rats
R C Murthy, S Benion, D Hileman; Central State Univ., Wilberforce, OH

65
Reduced Genotoxicity of BMS-182248 (Chimeric BR96-Doxorubicin Conjugate) Compared to Free Doxorubicin in the Rat Micronucleus Assay
S M Getman, R J DuFrain, S A Thelen, T J Davidson; Bristol-Myers Squibb Co., Syracuse, NY

66
Lack of Radioprotection of X-Ray Induced Micronuclei in Mouse Bone Marrow Erythrocytes by WR-2721 or Tempol

67
DNA Damage in Normal and Choline Deficient Male B6C3F1 Mice Treated by Oral Gavage with Fly Ash
P W Andrews, R R Tice, M T Schmitt, JW Yager; Integrated Laboratory Systems, RTP, NC, Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), Palo Alto, CA
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68
**DNA Damage in Normal and Choline Deficient Male B6C3F1 Mice Treated on Four Consecutive Days by Oral Gavage with Sodium Arsenite**
R R Tice, M T Schmitt, P W Andrews, J W Yager; Integrated Laboratory Systems, RTP, NC, EPRI, Palo Alto, CA

69
**Spontaneous Mutation Frequencies for Transgenic ΦX174am3 are Independent of Incorporation Site and Species**
J G Burkhart, R N Winn, R Van Beneden, H V Malling; NIEHS, RTP, NC, University of Maine, Portland, ME

70
**Determination of Circulating Micronuclei and Mutant Frequency in Lung, Spleen, and Germ Cells of B6C3F1 lacI Transgenic Mice After Inhalation Exposure to Ethylene Oxide (EtO)**
S C Sisk, R J Preston, L Recio, CIIT, RTP, NC

71
**In Vivo Mutagenicity and Mutational Spectrum in the Bone Marrow of B6C3F1 lacI Transgenic Mice Exposed to 1,3-Butadiene by Inhalation**
L Recio, K Meyer, L Pluta, J Bond, S C Sisk, CIIT, RTP, NC

72
**The Use of Polycos Vectors in Transgenic Mutagenesis Assays**
D A Ardourel, P L Kretz, M A Alting-Mees, J M Short; Stratagene, LaJolla, CA

73
**The Mutagenic Effect of Fat in a Transgenic versus Host Locus**
X B Zhang, K S Tao, C Urlando, J A Heddle; York Univ., Ontario, Canada

74
**Evaluation of Mutagenic and Non-Mutagenic Compounds Using lacI Transgenic Rodents**
G S Provost, B J Rogers, M J Dycaico, J C Mirsalis, J M Short; Stratagene, LaJolla, CA, SRI International, Menlo Park, CA

75
**Mutagenicity of Peroxyacyl Nitrate in Lung DNA of lacI Transgenic Mice**

54
76  
Effect of Transgene Number on Spontaneous and Radiation-Induced Micronuclei in lacI Transgenic Mice  
K G O'Loughlin, J D Hamer, R A Winegar, J C Mirsalis, J M Short; SRI International, Menlo Park, CA, Stratagene, LaJolla, CA

77  
Comparison of Visual and Positive Selection Methods for Enumeration of lac Z- Gene Mutations in Transgenic Mouse Tissues  
G R Douglas, J D Gingerich, L Soper, J-L Jiao, J Gossen; Health Canada, Ottawa, Medscand Ingery, Leiden, The Netherlands, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA

78  
Megabase Genomic DNA Isolation Procedure for Use in Transgenic Mutagenesis Assays  
J A Monforte, R A Winegar, C J Rudd; SRI International, Menlo Park, CA

79  
Spontaneous Mutant Frequency in Germinal Cell DNA From Lambda/lacI Big Blue™ Transgenic Mice  
R R Young, G S Provost, J M Short, D L Putman; Microbiological Associates, Inc., Rockville, MD, Stratagene, LaJolla, CA

80  
Tissue Specificity of Mutation in Ethynitrosourea (ENU)-Treated Big Blue™ Mice  
J A O'Kelly, R R Young, D L Putman, D P Gibson, M J Aardema, N J Gorelick; The Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, OH, Microbiological Associates, Inc., Rockville, MD

81  
Frequency and Spectrum of Ethynitrosourea Induced Mutation at the hppt and lacI Loci in Splenic T-Cells of Exposed Big Blue™ Mice  
V E Walker, N J Gorelick, J A O'Kelly, T R Craft, J deBoer, B W Glickman, T R Skopek; Univ. of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC, Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, OH, Univ. of Victoria, Victoria, BC
MOLTOX™ REAGENTS AND SUPPLIES FOR GENETIC TOXICOLOGY

BEST QUALITY, BEST PRICES, BEST SERVICE - SUPPLYING INDUSTRIAL, GOVERNMENT AND ACADEMIC LABORATORIES WORLDWIDE SINCE 1987.

- POST-MITOCHONDRIAL SUPERNATANTS (S-9).
  - Aroclor 1254, phenobarbital/5.6-benzoflavone, uninduced control S-9’s in stock. Custom inductions (e.g., aromatic hydrocarbons, etc.) available.
  - Sprague Dawley, Fischer 344 and Syrian Hamster liver S-9’s stocked.
    Other tissues and species prepared on a custom basis.

All preparations fully GLP documented: Total protein, three P450 enzyme activities. EtBr/TA98 and CP/TA1535 and sterility data supplied with each lot. SD rat and Syrian Hamster S-9’s available frozen or freeze dried.

- PREPARED BACTERIOLOGICAL MEDIA AND COMPONENTS.
  - Bottom Agars: Falcon "1029" dishes, VBE or Davis salts, Difco, BBL or Oxoid agars per your specification. For Salmonella or E. coli.
  - Top Agars: Formulated with or without L-histidine and D-biotin. Made in borosilicate glass or polycarbonate.
  - Nutrient Broth, Phosphate buffer, 50X VBE, 40% D-glucose (filter or steam sterilized), Master plates and more.

MOLTOX™ microbiological media are GLP documented and meet NCCLS Quality Assurance criteria.

- CHEMICALS, REAGENTS, KITS AND STRAINS.
  - CONTROLCHEM™ prepackaged, ready-to-use positive control materials:
    e.g., Mitomycin C, ICR191, Daunomycin, Sodium Azide, 2-AF, more.
  - NADPH REGENSYS™ prepackaged NADP, G-6-P, buffers.
  - SALMONELLA AND WP2 MUTAGENICITY TEST KITS - Complete materials assemblage for nonactivation and activation assays; prepared plates, top agar, nutrient broth, all required reagents and strains.
  - STDisc & ECDisc Salmonella and E. coli strains in dried and stabilized form. Fully characterized and documented - for use as culture inocula.

MOLECULAR TOXICOLOGY, INC.
111 Gibraltar Ave., Annapolis, MD 21401
Phone: (410) 268-7232 FAX: (410) 268-7310
Symposium III

Wednesday, May 11
8:00 AM - 11:30 AM
Salons E & F

Varied Human Response to Mutagen Challenge

The Alexander Hollaender Symposium

Presiding:
John Ashby
ZENECA

Sponsor:
Sterling Winthrop

In addition to the list of well-documented chemical mutagens, a number of other factors are associated with increased risk for humans to mutagen challenge. These factors include individual genetic variations known to occur within populations as well as such factors as increased dietary fat, absence of dietary fiber, the presence of viruses and parasites, and such cultural or behavioural patterns as age at first marriage or at first pregnancy. Although our understanding of the mechanisms involved is far from complete, it is likely that this multiplicity of additional risk factors can be accounted for in terms of current mutational theories since increasing evidence exists that multiple mechanisms interrelate in the promotion, enhancement, and inhibition of individual human responses to mutagen challenge and provide a background that will allow us to more fully appreciate and understand the impact of multiple, seemingly unrelated actors on mutagen susceptibility and potential disease prevalence in human populations.

8:00 Introduction and Overview
John Ashby, ZENECA

8:10 Individual Variability in Response to Drugs: The Role of Metabolic Polymorphisms
D Davies, Royal Postgraduate Medical School

8:50 Genetic Variability in Human Surveillance Studies
K Hemminki, Karolinska Institute

9:30 Coffee Break, Exhibit Hall
Symposium III

Wednesday, May 11
8:00 AM - 11:30 AM
Salons E & F

10:00  Individual Variations in \textit{bcl-2} Mutations Among Smokers
G Cortopassi, University of Southern California

10:40  Individual Response of Humans to the Genomic Challenges of Some Pesticides
V Garry, University of Minnesota
SPECIAL LECTURE III
Wednesday, May 11

11:30 AM—12:30 PM

Salons E & F

DNA POLYMERASE
STRUCTURE-FUNCTION STUDIES:
IMPLICATIONS FOR MUTAGENESIS
IN HUMAN DISEASE

Thomas Kunkel
NIEHS

Presiding:
Sheila Galloway
Merck Research Laboratories

Sponsor:
Merck Research Laboratories
Wednesday, May 11

Free Afternoon

Organized Optional Trips
(Arranged by Ewe-Me and Co., Portland, Oregon)

Bus Tour—Columbia River Gorge

Paddlewheel Boat Cruise—Willamette River

6:00 PM—10:00 PM

Twenty Fifth Anniversary Celebration

Oregon Museum of Science and Industry

Coordinators:
Rosalie Elespuru
Julian Preston

Buses begin departing from hotel main entrance at 5:30 PM
Symposium IV

Thursday, May 12
8:00 AM—11:30 AM

Salons E & F

SEQUENCE SPECIFIC DNA DAMAGE

Presiding
Veronica Maher
Michigan State University

Several studies employing plasmid DNA exposed in vitro to DNA-damaging agents have failed to demonstrate good correlation between the location of the initial damage induced in the target gene of interest at the DNA sequence level and the ultimate biological outcome of mutation induction in the target cells. Part of the explanation for this may be differences in the efficiency of repair of DNA damage from particular sites in the targeted gene after it has been introduced into the cell. Until recently, studies quantifying the extent of damage (level of adduct formation) at specific locations in the sequence of DNA has been limited to DNA treated in vitro. However, new techniques are now available that allow one to determine the frequency of the initial adduct or photoproduct formation at individual sites in endogenous DNA, as well as the frequency of such damage remaining after the cell has carried out DNA repair. This symposium will concentrate on describing the methods and techniques used for such analysis. The speakers will give correlations obtained between the sites of initial damage, gene-specific and site-specific repair rates, and the ultimate biological effect (mutation spectra) of the exposure of cells to the agents.

8:00 Introductory Remarks
Veronica Maher, Michigan State University

8:05 New Approaches to Studying Damage Distribution in DNA
B Glickman, University of Victoria

8:25 Use of Reiterative Primer Extension Methodology to Map UV-Induced Photoproducts at the Nucleotide Level in the lac I gene from Genomic DNA
B Van Houten, University of Texas Medical Branch
Symposium IV

Thursday, May 12
8:00 AM—11:30 AM

Salons E & F

9:00   Excision Repair of Cyclobutane Pyrimidine Dimers at Individual Bases of E. coli Genes
       S Kunala, Yale University

9:30   Coffee Break, Ballroom Foyer

10:00  Slow Repair of Pyrimidine Dimers at p53 Mutation Hot Spots in Skin Cancer
       G P Pfeifer, City of Hope

10:35  Repair Rate Maps of Cyclopyrimidime Dimers Along the Human pgk-1 Gene
       G P Holmquist, City of Hope

11:00  Use of LM-PCR to Determine the Relationship Between Adducts and Mutations Induced by BPDE in Specific Sequences in the Human hprt Gene
       V Maher, Michigan State University
Opening New Avenues for the Study of Mutations *In Vivo*

The Big Blue™ Transgenic Mouse Mutagenesis Assay System

The Only Complete, Short Term, Tissue Specific *In Vivo* Mutagenesis Assay System in the World

- Big Blue™ Transgenic Mice: Inbred C57BL/6 & hybrid B6C3F1
- Easy Characterization of Mutations by Sequence Analysis
- Easy Mutant Detection
- Tuition-free Training Workshops in U.S. and Europe
- Strong Technical Support
- Currently under Evaluation by U.S. Regulatory Agencies
- Identify Mutations in any Tissue, Including Germ Cells
- Cost Effective

* Patents Pending

---

Corporate Headquarters, USA:
Easy Ordering: (800)424-5444
Telefax: (619)535-0034

Germany:
Telephone: (06221) 400634
Telefax: (06221) 400639

United Kingdom:
Telephone: (0223) 420955
Telefax: (0223) 420234

France:
Telephone: (0500) 7236
Telefax: (1) 44281900

Switzerland:
Telephone: (01) 3641106
Telefax: (01) 3657767
POSTERS III

Thursday, 11:30 AM–1:30 PM
Exhibit Hall

(Boxed lunches will be available for purchase in the Exhibit Hall)

A. TESTING AND TEST STRATEGIES

1. Analysis of Gene Expression Following Low Dose \( \gamma \)-Irradiation
S J Thurston, K Groch, A Brooks, J Saffer; Pacific Northwest Laboratory, Richland, WA

2. Low Dose Radiation Induced Adaptive Response in Human T- and B-
Lymphocyte Cell Lines
J D Shadley, G Dai; Medical College of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, WI

3. Fluorescent Light Irradiation and Its Mutagenic Potential in Cultured Mammalian Cells
K Pant, A Thilagar; SITEK Research Laboratories, Rockville, MD

4. Fluorescent Light Irradiation and Its Mutagenic Potential in Microorganisms and Cultured Mammalian Cells
A Thilagar, P V Kumaroo, J Xu; SITEK Research Laboratories, Rockville, MD

5. Mutagenic Evaluation of a Highly Energetic Castable Explosive Chemical: 1,3,3-Trinitroazetidine (TNAZ)
I J Paika, G B Fitzgerald, D E Dodd, D J Caldwell; Toxikon Corp., Woburn, MA, ManTech Environmental Technology, Inc./Wright-Patterson AFB, OH, Armstrong Laboratory, WPAFB, OH

6. Genotoxicity Testing of N-Vinylformamide
R H San, C A Bigger, D L Putman, B Drozdowicz; Microbiological Associates, Inc., Rockville, MD, Air Products and Chemicals, Inc., Allentown, PA

J A Campbell, J S Allen, D G Perkins, R H San, CA Bigger, PV Kumaroo, J Xu, K L Pant; Glaxo Research Institute, RTP, NC, Microbiological Associates, SITEK Res. Lab., Rockville, MD
Development of a "Spot Test" for the Detection of Bacterial Mutagens
R H Neubauer, M A Gorko; The DuPont Merck Pharmaceutical Co., Newark, DE

Qualitative and Quantitative Performance of Short-Term Tests in the Identification of Germ Cell Mutagens and Non-Mutagens
M A Jackson, H F Stack, B A Bridges, I-D Adler, M D Waters; ILS, RTP, NC, Univ. of Sussex, UK, GSF-Institut für Saugetiergenetik, Germany, US EPA, RTP, NC

TAP Computer Program for Display of Toxicity Activity Profiles

B. METABOLISM OF XENOBIOTICS

Clastogenic and Immunostimulatory Effects of Metronidazole Treatment and Individual Susceptibility: A Possible Mechanism of Action
G Elizondo, M E Gonsebatt, A Salazar, J Herrera, E Hong, P Ostrosky-Wegman; UNAM, México, CINVESTAV, México

Parasite-Associated Cancers: Studies with the Liver Fluke Fasciola hepatica
L Frederick, M Johnson, G J Gentile, J M Gentile; Hope College, Holland, MI

Induction of Benzo(a)Pyrene Metabolism in Human Mammary Epithelial Cells by Manufactured Gas Plant Residues
R Goth-Goldstein, G Levine, S A Leadon, K Chaloupka, S Safe; Lawrence Berkeley Lab, Berkeley, CA, Univ. North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC, Texas A & M Univ., College Station, TX

Alcohol Dehydrogenase as a C-Nitroso and Quinone Reductase: Comparison of Human ββ- and Πι-ADH with Horse Liver ADH
Z Maskos, B F Dudley, G W Winston; LA St. Univ., Baton Rouge, LA

Atrazine Potentiation of 2,6-Dinitrotoluene Bioactivation in Fischer 344 Rats
Further Studies on the Activation of 4-Nitro-O-Phenylenediamine by
Plant Systems: Mechanisms of Activation
L Wilson, T Williamson, J Gronowski, G Gentile, J M Gentile; Hope
College, Holland, MI

C. DNA DAMAGE AND REPAIR

The Effects of Herbimycin A, a Tyrosine Kinase Inhibitor, on BALB/
3T3 Cells: Absence of Transforming Activity and Reversion of Trans-
formed Morphology
C W Sheu, I Rodriguez, J K Lee; CFSAN/FDA, Washington, DC

Correction of DNA Insertion/Deletion Mispairs in Yeast
J J Miret, B O Parker, R S Lahue; Univ. of Massachusetts Medical Center,
Worcester, MA

Inducibility of Intrachromosomal Recombination by Carcinogens in
Yeast Cells Synchronized at Different Phases of the Cell Cycle
A Galli, R H Schiestl; Harvard School of Public Health, Boston, MA

Do Non-Mutagenic Carcinogens Induce Oxidative Stress in Yeast?
R J Brennan, R H Schiestl; Harvard School of Public Health, Boston, MA

The Yeast RADI8 Protein Functions in the Repair of 8-
Hydroxyguanine
T Y-K Chow, B A Kunz; Montreal General Hospital, Quebec, Canada,
University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada

Naturally-Occurring Single Nucleotide Loops are Corrected More
Efficiently than Base Mismatches in Yeast
Y Yang, B A Kunz; University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada

Evidence that a DNA Precursor Imbalance Causes the Normally
Error-Free Repair of EMS and MNNG-Induced Apurinic Sites to
Become Error-Prone
B A Kunz, S A McQueen, C A Scott, W Xiao; University of Manitoba,
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon,
Canada
24  Role of O6-Methylguanine (O6-MeG) and Mutations Induced in the p53 Gene in the Transformation of Human Fibroblasts  
S Boley, A Zaccagnini, K Craig, V M Maher, J J McCormick, R Iggo; Michigan State Univ., East Lansing, MI, Institut Suisse de Recherches Experimentales sur le Cancer, Lausanne, Switzerland

25  Removal of Cyclobutane Pyrimidine Dimers From a UV-Irradiated Shuttle Vector Introduced into Human Cells  
A K Ganesan, P C Hanawalt; Stanford Univ., Stanford, CA

26  Transcription-Coupled DNA Repair in Extracts from Human Cells  
G Spivak, R D Wood, P C Hanawalt; Stanford Univ., Stanford, CA, Imperial Cancer Research Fund, Clare Hall Laboratories, UK

27  Repair Rate Maps of Cycropyrimidine Dimers Along the Human pgk-1 Gene  
S Gao, R Drouin, G P Holmquist, City of Hope Med. Center, Duarte, CA

28  Chromosome 11 Protects Against DNA Damage by Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS)  
L J Hofseth, M P Rosin; Simon Fraser Univ., Vancouver, BC, Canada

29  Identification of the NLS Sequence in the ERCC5/XP-G Protein  
J A Knauf, M S Park, M A MacInnes; Los Alamos National Lab, NM

30  Sub-Cellular Pharmacologic Profile of Cadmium Chloride in Human Ovarian Cancer Cells  
R J Parker, K B Lee, E Reed; National Cancer Institute, Bethesda, MD

31  Lack of Chloroform-Induced DNA Repair In Vitro and In Vivo in Hepatocytes of Female B6C3F1 Mice  
J L Larson, C S Sprankle, B E Butterworth; CIIT, RTP, NC

32  Analysis of the Repair of Anti-Benzo[a]Pyrene-7,8-Diol-9,10-Epoxide-DNA Adducts in Mammalian Cells by Laser-Induced Strand Cleavage  
C A Smith, G Spivak, J Hunt, P C Hanawalt, R J Mauthe, M A Gregory, W M Baird (Intro by A D Burrell); Stanford Univ., Stanford, CA, Purdue Univ., West Lafayette, IN
33  
**Strand Bias of UV-Induced Mutation at the Adenine Phosphoribosyltransferase Locus in DNA Repair-Proficient Versus Deficient CHO Cells**  
D G Smith, A Pao, C S Brown, M-S Tang, G M Adair; The Univ. of Texas M D Anderson Cancer Center, Smithville, TX

34  
**CXPD: Cloning and Characterization of the Chinese Hamster XPD Gene**  
J M Kirchner, E P Salazar, J E Lamerdin, A V Carrano, C A Weber; Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA

35  
**Cloning and Characterization of a DNA Repair Enzyme from Chinese Hamsters with Putative Uracil DNA Glycosylase Activity**  
H Leathers, P Arenaz; Univ. of Texas, El Paso, TX

36  
**Normal Temporal Modulation of DNA Repair Processes in an EM9 Cell Line Stably Transfected with the xrcR Gene**  
P Gonzalez, R Hewitt, P Areaz; Univ. of Texas, El Paso, TX, Univ. of Texas, Smithville, TX

37  
**Correlation Between Xenobiotic-Mediated DNA Damage and DNA Repair in a Human Hepatoma Cell Line**  
B M Hasspieler, M Alipour, F Naji-Ali, G D Haffner, K Adeli; University of Windsor, Ontario, Canada

38  
**In Vitro and In Vivo Mapping of Copper/H₂O₂ Induced Oxidative DNA Damage Along Human Genes**  
R Drouin, H Rodríguez, G P Holmquist, T O'Connor, S Boiteux, J Laval, J H Doroshow, S A Akman, City of Hope, Duarte, CA, Inst. Gustav Roussy, France

39  
**A Model for Mutation Response of Cells to Repeated Exposure to X-Radiation**  
M L Veigl, S Donover, M Howard, H H Evans, W D Sedwick; Case Western Reserve Univ., Cleveland, OH

40  
**Differential Stereoselective Binding of Antibodies to (+)- and (-)-Enantiomer Base Adducts of Anti-Benz[a]Pyrene DioI Epoxide**  
S Venkatachalam, A A Wani; The Ohio State University, Columbus, OH

41  
**Development of Analytical Scripts for the Single Cell Gel (SCG) Assay Using IPLAB**  
K M Mottus, A D Kligeraman; U of N Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC, US EPA, RTP, NC
42
A Correlation of Salmonella Mutagenicity with DNA Adducts Induced by the Cooked-Food Mutagen 2-Amino-1-Methyl-6-Phenylimidazo[4,5-b]Pyridine
M A Malfatti, N H Shen, R W Wu, K W Turteltaub, J S Felton; Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, CA

D. COMPLEX MIXTURES / ANTIMUTAGENS

43
Mutagen Formation in Three Popular Colombian Cooked Foods: Effect of Supplemental Creatine and Corn Bran
M Zuleta, C Valencia, L Posada, C M Muñeton, O Arango, I Melendez; Universidad de Antioquia, Medellín, Colombia

44
Mutagenic and Antimutagenic Effects of Air-Borne Particulate Extracts in Salmonella typhimurium Strains
A S Sideropoulos, S M Specht; Duquesne Univ., Pittsburgh, PA

45
The Genotoxicity of Industrial Wastes and Effluents: A Review of the Literature
V S Houk; U S EPA, RTP, NC

46
Evaluation of an Ethanol Extract of Polypropylene (PP) in an In Vitro Genotoxicity Battery
F J Mastrocco, R T Przygoda, M G Bird, B C Myhr, D A Stringer; Exxon Biomedical Sciences, Millstone, NJ, Hazleton Laboratories, Vienna, VA, European Centre for Ecotoxicology and Toxicology, Brussels, Belgium

47
Mutagenicity of Drinking Water Samples Prepared Using UV-TiO₂ Technology
K Schenck Patterson, J Ireland, L Garner; U S EPA, Cincinnati, OH

48
Mitotic Alterations in Allium cepa Following Exposure to DDT-Contaminated Soil Before and After Fungal Remediation
J R Meier, S Jacobs, L Belthoff, J Torsella, M K Smith, S Saffer; U S EPA, Cincinnati, OH, Technology Applications, Inc., Cincinnati, OH, Oak Ridge Institute of Science and Education, Cincinnati, OH

49
DNA Damage Due to Vanadium Pentoxide Measured by the Comet Assay
E Rojas, M Altamirano, M Valverde, L A Herrera, P Ostrosky-Wegman; UNAM, México
50
Nicotine and Cotinine Inhibit the Mutagenicity of N-Nitrosamines Present in Tobacco Smoke
C K Lee, C Fulp, E R Bombick, D J Doolittle; R J Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, NC

51
Effects of Aminothiols on the Genotoxicity of Bleomycin and β-Propiolactone in Yeast

52
Prevention of Drug Resistance by Polyamines
S Pillai, D M Shankel; University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS

53
Evaluation of the FM3A Reversion Assay for the Detection of Potential Mutagens and Antimutagens
E M McGhee, D M Shankel; University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS

54
Clastogenic Effects of Cooked Food Mutagens in a Metabolically Competent Human Hepatoma Cell Line and Their Modification by Naturally Occurring Flavourings
R Sanyal, W Parzefall, R Schulte-Hermann, S Knasmüller; University of Vienna, Austria

55
A Mutagenicity Detection of TNT Using the Micronucleus Test in Vicia faba Root and Leaf Tip Cell
M Dai, R Chen, Q Wu, B Li; Hygienic Institute of Ordnance Industry, PR China, Guangxi Institute of Botany, P R China
GENETIC TOXICOLOGY

BIODEVELOPMENT Laboratories, formerly a division of Arthur D. Little, is an employee-owned, full-service contract research organization dedicated to helping clients turn discoveries into products.

In Vitro Assays

Salmonella mutagenesis

E. coli (uvrA) mutagenesis

Mammalian gene mutations (CHO/HGPRT or AS52)

In vitro chromosomal aberrations (CHO cells or human lymphocytes)

Sister chromatid exchange (CHO cells or human lymphocytes)

Cell transformation (BALB/c-3T3)

Photomutagenicity studies in bacteria and mammalian cells

In Vivo Assays

Mouse micronucleus

Rodent chromosomal aberrations (bone marrow cells)

Rodent SCEs (bone marrow)

Cell proliferation (BrdU labeling or PCNA)

Please contact:

Kenneth S. Loveday, Ph.D., DABT
BIODEVELOPMENT Laboratories, Inc.
30 Memorial Drive
Cambridge, MA 02142

Telephone: 617-441-1035
Fax: 617-441-1010
### V. MUTATIONAL SPECTRA

**Salons A - D**  
Conveners: Larry Thompson  
Malcolm Lippert

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:30</td>
<td><strong>INTRODUCTION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:35</td>
<td>Sequence Analysis of the <em>aprt</em> Gene in PhIp Induced CHO UV5P3 Mutants</td>
<td>R W Wu, I M Jones, L H Thompson, J S Felton; Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:05</td>
<td>Spectrum of Somatic Mutations at the Hypoxanthine Phosphoribosyltransferase (<em>hprt</em>) Gene of Healthy People</td>
<td>K Burkhart-Schultz, C B Thomas, B Tucker, J C Fuscoe, C L Thompson, C L Strout, I M Jones; LLNL, Livermore, CA, NIEHS, Integrated Laboratory Systems, RTP, NC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### VI. CYTOGENETICS

**Salon E**  
Conveners: Patricia Ostrosky-Wegman  
Andrew Kligerman

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:30</td>
<td><strong>INTRODUCTION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:35</td>
<td>The Influence of Internally Deposited Alpha (239Pu) or Beta-Gamma (144Ce) Emitting Radionuclides on the Sensitivity of Chinese Hamster Bone Marrow Cells to 60Co Induced Chromosome Aberrations</td>
<td>A L Brooks, K E McDonald, R M Kitchin; Pacific Northwest Laboratory, Richland, WA; Univ. of Wyoming, Laramie, WY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:50</td>
<td>Chromosomal Loss and The Involvement of Chromosomes X, Y, and 7 in Spontaneous Micronuclei (MN) Formed in Binucleated Lymphocytes of Non-Smoking Females and Males</td>
<td>D S Rupa, L Hasegawa, D A Eastmond; University of California, Riverside, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:05</td>
<td>Cytogenetic Characterization of a Metabolically Competent Human Lymphoblast Cell Line (MCL-5)</td>
<td>C M Lippoli, G K Livingston, B L Schumann, A K Srivastava; University of Cincinnati College of Medicine, Cincinnati, OH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VII. TESTING/COMPLEX MIXTURES

Salon F
Conveners: Hank Holden
Jay Means

1:30  INTRODUCTION

1:35  Effect of Partial Hepatectomy on the Mutant Frequency of Benzo[a]Pyrene in the Liver of C57BL/6 Transgenic Mice

B S Shane, K R Tindall; NIEHS, RTP, NC

1:50  Effects of EthylNitrosourea on LacI Mutant Frequency and c-Ha-ras Mutations in Transgenic Mice

G Lacks, A Johnson, R W Tennant, J E French; Integrated Laboratory Systems, NIEHS, RTP, NC

2:05  Identification of Intra- and Inter-Individual Genetic Variation in the White Pine Genome by RAPD Analysis

V S Prasad, K W Hutchison, C L Sidman; University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH, University of Maine, ME
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>V. MUTATIONAL SPECTRA</th>
<th>VI. CYTOGENETICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Salons A - D</strong></td>
<td><strong>Salon E</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2:20</strong></td>
<td><strong>2:20</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mutational Spectrum of Etoposide at the hprt Locus of Cancer Patients</strong></td>
<td><strong>Nonrandom Breakage in Centromeric Heterochromatin of Mouse Bone Marrow Cells Following Administration of Hydroquinone In Vivo</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L Karnaukhova, G Bebb, H Martins, B W Glickman; Univ. of Victoria, BC, Canada</td>
<td>H W Chen, D A Eastmond; University of California, Riverside, CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2:50</strong></td>
<td><strong>2:35</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mutant Frequency on the hprt Gene in T-Lymphocytes from Brazilian Children Accidentally Exposed to Cesium-137 Ionizing Radiation and Controls</strong></td>
<td><strong>Phosphine Inhalation by Rodents Produces No Detectable Clastogenic Effects in their Hematopoietic Cells</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V Saddi, A Nohturfft, W C Kusser, B W Glickman; Univ. of Victoria, BC, Canada, Universidade Catolica de Goias, Brazil</td>
<td>A D Kligerman, G L Erexson, D L Morgan, E Zeiger, U S EPA, RTP, NC, EHRT, Inc., RTP, NC, NIEHS, RTP, NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2:50</strong></td>
<td><strong>2:50</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Monitoring Somatic Mutation Over Time in vivo in the hprt Gene of Lymphocytes of People Accidentally Exposed to High Doses of Ionizing Radiation</strong></td>
<td><strong>Indirect Genotoxic Action of Praziquantel in Lymphocytes from Patients with Neurocysticercosis</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A D da Cruz, B W Glickman; University of Victoria, Victoria, BC, Canada</td>
<td>R Montero, D Valencia, L A Herrera, E Rojas, P Ostrosky-Wegman; UNAM, México</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VII. TESTING/COMPLEX MIXTURES

Salon F

2:20
Evaluation of Nevirapine, an Anti-AIDS Drug, in a Battery of Genetic Toxicity Assays

H E Holden, J Ellenberger, D Jacobson-Kram, D L Putman, J B Majeska; Boehringer Ingelheim Pharmaceuticals, Inc., Ridgefield, CT, Boehringer Ingelheim KG, Germany, Microbiological Associates, Rockville, MD

2:35

JC Means, L A Reily, D J McMillin; Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA

2:50
Bioassay-Based Risk Assessment of Complex Mixtures

K C Donnelly, S H Safe, K Randerath, E Randerath; Texas A & M University, College Station, TX, Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, TX
V. MUTATIONAL SPECTRA

Salons A - D

3:05
Correlation of the UV-Induced Mutational Spectra and the DNA Damage Distribution of the Human hprt Gene: Automating the Analysis

G Kotturi, H Erfle, B F Koop, J G de Boer, B W Glickman; University of Victoria, BC, Canada

VI. CYTOGENETICS

Salon E

3:05
Centromere DNA and Centromere Function in Viral Transformed Rat Cells

B K Vig, K Sternes; University of Nevada, Reno, NV

3:20
Landfill or Incineration—Which is the Better Way to Treat our Solid Wastes?

T-H Ma, Western Illinois University, Macomb, IL

3:30
COFFEE BREAK, Ballroom Foyer

3:30
COFFEE BREAK, Ballroom Foyer
VII. TESTING/COMPLEX MIXTURES

Salon F

3:05
Genotoxic Effects of Naturally Occurring Isothiocyanates and Crude Extracts of Cruciferous Vegetables

FKassie, G Sonntag, GLamprecht, R Sanyal, S Knasmüller; University of Vienna, Austria

3:20
Mutagenic Activity and Heterocyclic Amine Content of Heated Foods

MG Knize, M Johansson, AL Jones, M Blakley, JS Felton; Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA, University of Lund, Lund, Sweden

3:30
COFFEE BREAK, Ballroom Foyer
Minisymposia
Thursday, May 12
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM

Session I
Salon A-D

Sensitive Methods for Detection and Mapping of DNA Lesions and Mutations

Presiding:
Gerry Holmquist, City of Hope
Barry Glickman, University of Victoria

Sponsor:
American Cyanamid Co.

Recent methods for lesion detection with emphasis on lesion mapping will be discussed. These include Ligation-Mediated PCR mapping of breaks induced at DNA adducts by repair endonucleases and mapping by extension of fluorescence tagged primers to adducted positions. Advances in mapping mutations without natural selection (SNUPE, Single Strand Conformation Polymorphisms, Allele Specific PCR) will be discussed to illuminate future directions linking damage to mutations.

Session II
Salon E

Diet, Mutagens and Antimutagens

Presiding:
Lynn Ferguson, University of Auckland
James Felton, Lawrence Livermore National Lab

Sponsor:
BASF Wyandotte Co.

The effect of known dietary mutagens and carcinogens on human health is not well understood. This is primarily because of the complexity of the diet and the presence of antimutagens and/or anticarcinogens. This mini-symposium will examine the relationships between several well-known food mutagens and antimutagens. Specifically, a database showing the effect of numerous antimutagens and aflatoxin B1 and a second database showing the effect of synthetic antioxidants on numerous dietary mutagens will be discussed. These selected examples will illustrate that antimutagenic effects are often specific to certain classes of mutagen and/or certain test systems. Many chemicals which prevent or reduce mutagenesis of one type of chemical may have either no effect or can enhance mutagenesis of other types. The level of heterocyclic amines and antimutagens in the diet and the mechanism of their mutagenicity will be related to the effectiveness of different types of antimutagen. Finally, chlorophyllin and some types of dietary fiber will be discussed as antimutagens with a wide spectrum of activity.
Minisymposia
Thursday, May 12
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM

Session III
Salon F

Radiation, Chemicals and
the Definition of Mutation

Presiding:
Charles Waldren, Colorado State University
James Tucker, Lawrence Livermore National Lab

Sponsor:
R W Johnson Pharmaceutical Institute

The term "Mutation" has sometimes been very narrowly defined to mean intragenic or point mutations, yet it is clear that changes in DNA which are important to cancer and genetic disease assume different forms and they may arise by a wide variety of mechanisms. This symposium will provide an overview of the spectrum of changes, ranging from an alteration of a single nucleotide to loss of entire chromosomes. Emphasis will be on large scale events (especially those larger than can be readily sequenced[the 1 mb range]) and on the complexity of aberrations observed by chromosome painting. We will also introduce the newly developed nomenclature and systematics, Protocol for Aberration Identification and Nomenclature Terminology "PAINT", which has been developed to describe both simple and complex aberrations detected by fluorescent in situ hybridization painting.

Council Meeting

Thursday, May 12
7:00 PM - 10:00 PM
Portland Room
EXHIBITS

Exhibits Hall

Sunday, May 7 – Tuesday, May 10

There will be a variety of interesting, informative exhibits in the Exhibits Hall. Exhibitors will present information about the latest in laboratory instrumentation, supplies, computer capabilities, publications, and a broad range of research and testing services. Exhibit booths will be open from 8:00 to 10:00PM on Sunday, from 9:30AM to 7:30PM on Monday, from 9:30AM to 5:30PM on Tuesday. Company representatives will be available to answer your questions and discuss products and services with you. The exhibits will be conveniently located in the same area as poster sessions. Coffee will be available in the exhibits area during breaks and poster sessions, and there will also be a cash bar and soft drinks during the afternoon poster sessions. Support of the exhibits is appreciated by the EMS.

ALL MEETING PARTICIPANTS
ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO THE EXHIBITS

Applied Imaging
GenPharm
Hazleton Washington
Integrated Laboratory Systems
Microbiological Associates
Microptic
Optomax
Pharmakan
SITEK
SRI International
Stratagene
EXHIBITORS

Applied Imaging Corporation
Robinson Plaza, Suite 140, Pittsburgh, PA 15205
412-788-1446
Applied Imaging develops, manufactures and markets automated analysis systems and related clinical reagents for clinical cytogenetics laboratories and molecular biology research laboratories.

Combined Publishers Book Exhibit

Environmental Mutagen Society
Business Office, 1730 North Lynn Street, Suite 502, Arlington, VA 22209
703-525-1191
Stop by the Society's booth to update your directory listing, renew your membership and pick up the latest brochures.

GenPharm International
297 N. Bernardo Avenue, Mountain View, CA 94043
415-964-7024
GenPharm is committed to supplying specific pathogen free and genotyped transgenic animal models relevant to today's research — available in the quantity and the quality to meet your experimental needs.

Hazleton Washington
9200 Leesburg Pike, Vienna, VA 22182
703-893-5400
Hazleton offers a complete set of genotoxicity assays designed to meet regulatory requirements around the world for safety testing. Standard assay designs are used for all genotoxicity endpoints in vitro and in vivo. In addition, a number of cytotoxicity tests are offered to meet FDA and Tripartite guidelines. Protocols may be modified to meet client requirements, and investigative studies may be conducted as desired, such as studying cell proliferation and in vivo mutagenesis. These testing capabilities may be discussed at our booth. Genotoxicity studies are performed at laboratories in Vienna, VA and Harrogate, UK.

Integrated Laboratory Systems
PO Box 13501, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709
919-544-4589 FAX 919-544-1380
Integrated Laboratory Systems (ILS), located in Research Triangle Park, NC, provides customized toxicological and environmental research and testing services to the public and private sector. Corporate Representatives:
Dr. Raymond Tice and Dr. T. K. Rao 919-544-4589
Microptic, Ltd.
University Innovation Centre, Swansea, UK
44-(0) 792-295745  FAX 44-(0) 792-295613
Microptic Limited, a UK based company, specialises in microscopy in genetic
toxicology. The package offering a system of recording and analysing
cytogenetic data from initial observation to the production of report-ready
tables will be on display, in addition to simpler coordinate recorders.

Microbiological Associates
9900 Blackwell Road, Rockville, MD  20850
301-738-1000
Microbiological Associates is the leading provider of sophisticated, short-term
biological safety testing of chemical and biotechnology products and processes.
Our *in vitro* testing program offers alternative methods for acute toxicology.
MA's services maximize safety information, client R&D productivity, and regu-
latory compliance while minimizing time and expense.

Optomax
9 Ash Street, P O Box 840, Hollis, NH  03049
603-465-3385
Optomax in conjunction with its associate UK company Perceptive Instru-
ments will be exhibiting TV camera based Image Analysis instrumentation
having custom software packages designed for Ames Mutagenicity Testing.
Mouse Lymphoma Assay analysis, Unscheduled DNA Synthesis and Comet
Micro Gel Electrophoresis.

Pharmakon Research International
P.O. Box 609, Waverly, PA  18471
717-586-2411
Pharmakon is an independent testing laboratory providing a variety of toxicology,
pharmacology, and pharmacokinetic services to evaluate safety and efficacy of
pharmaceuticals, medical devices, biotechnology products, industrial chemicals,
cosmetics, food additives, and pesticides. A multidisciplinary approach evaluates
adverse health effects at the molecular, cellular, organ or whole animal levels.

SITEK Research Laboratories
12111 Parklawn Drive, Rockville, MD  20852
301-984-2301
SITEK Research Laboratories provides a wide variety of *in vitro* and *in vivo*
assays for the evaluation of genotoxicity. We offer state-of-the-art protocols,
expertise staff, regulatory advice, and full GLP compliance. See us at our
booth for information on our testing services and our custom-made agar plates and
S-9 for research.
SRI International
333 Ravenswood Avenue, Menlo Park, CA 94025
415-859-2220
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<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15-11:30 AM</td>
<td>Symposium II</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:15 AM-4:00 PM</td>
<td>Registration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00-11:30 AM</td>
<td>Symposium III</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:30 AM-12:30 PM</td>
<td>Registration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00-11:30 AM</td>
<td>Symposium IV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:30 AM-12:00 PM</td>
<td>Registration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUNDAY 8 MAY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONDAY 9 MAY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUESDAY 10 MAY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEDNESDAY 11 MAY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THURSDAY 12 MAY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>